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The Andover Story with his first win of the season for

LEWISTON APPROACHES COMPLETION OF EARLY MEET
By Anthony J. Aliberti
Neither the wettest March in
memory, nor sluggish economy
could derail the Lewiston express.
This track has sustained the
strongest percentage growth of any
in the nation over the last two years.
Now mid way through their Spring
meet the mutuel average is a full
10% higher than comparable 1982
dates. The purses now rival major
tracks for mid price claimers, and

purses for top events have been
increased 50%.
Out on the track the pacing stars
include K.W. Skipper, one of many
young horses imported from Ohio in
the fall. Elmer Ballard trains, and
Casey has driven this four-year-old
from maidens to preferred, earning
7 consecutive wins in the process.
Press Time Collins, from the
powerful Walter Reed stable, notched three wins in top class company, while Dick Rose's Good Time

Harlan has dominated the top trot.
David Miller, Lewiston's king of
the claiming trainers, continues his
high percentage successes, and the
Don Richard's juveniles, including
New York Sires star, Super Spud,
have hit the track.
Many young horses are eligible to
the coming Secretarys Series. More
than 25 prospects have made the
necessary payments, including a
daughter of B.G.s Bunny and a son
of Governor Skipper.

Sixteen of the best drivers in the
nation have answered Bob Ferlands
call and will converge on Lewiston
for the second annual World Driving
Championship. Two weeks later an
assault on the track record is
planned.
Momentum during this meet has
gradually crested, and with the top
events still on the agenda, there is
little doubt now that the records so
recently set will surely be eclipsed.·

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
AprillO Maine Breeders & Owners Meeting, Lewiston Raceway

May 1 Vermont Breeders first nomination payments due.

AprillO ~orld Driving Championship at Lewiston Raceway-2:00p.m. post.

May 14 Standardbred Sale- Foxboro Raceway

April 15 New Hampshire Yearling Nomination Payment due

May 15 Maine 2 & 3 year old Sustaining payment due

April15 New Hampshire 2 & 3 year old Sustaining payment due

May 15 Mass. Yearling Nomination payment due

April 15 New England 2 & 3 year old Sustaining payment due

May 15 Maine Yearling Nomination payment due

Aprill7-18 Spring Series Final- Lewiston

May 15 Mass 3 year old sustaining payment due

April 24 - Northeast Tag Team Driving Championship Foxboro Raceway

Mass. 2 year old, 2nd payment due
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Letters To Editor

Answer to previous puzzle

·Dear Jean,
I have a little story that I would
like to share with you about our
Purchaser
Horse
Hip No.
mare "Derringer."
Skyline Inc.
850
Say Butler
1
Derringer has a small paddock
625
EarlE. Webb
Hapas Filly
2
600
Donald Bryant
Deleon Cindy
attached to her stall so that she can
3
OUT
Mohawk Fancy
4
go out or in as she pleases. Next to
1025
Alexander Pinkham
Fancy Banker
5
one side of her paddock is the winter
OUT
Splendid
Choice
6
quarters for our herefords. One of·
Alton Worth
550
Choice Monarch
7
the cows was expecting and we were
Gordon Kotheny
500
Clark Ridgecrest
8
keeping a pretty careful eye out for
William Berry, Jr.
750
Slick Choice
9
signs of calving so that we coUld
Raymond Clukey
850
Game Evelyn
10
bring her into the barn. Well, Friday
Robt. Casey
1250
GameL.S.
11
675
R. Smith, G. Merrill
night (Feb. 26) we checked everyone
Precious Gold
12
Richard A. King
$525
for the night and everything was
Yankee Adiar
13
William Wagg
$525
Dainty Bitts
14
normal so we went to bed. Sat.
Arnold Stanhope
625
So Fair
15
morning I went out to ~eed the h?rses
Wm. Thoms
825
Valley Rose
16
real early and I realized Derrmger
425
Jean Emerson
White Oasis
17
was "talking" to something in her A lot of people have been looking, 18
Mike Ledger
1025
Freedom Deal
stall. I looked over t;ter door and but none buying, at Rockingham 19
Stan Whittemore
480
Our Freedom
Clayton Merrill
425
there all cuddled up m the corner Park lately, and among the lookers 20
Pace Along Rival
OUT
MsMoxie
unde~ her feeder w~s a calf. recently have been representatives 21
440
Jean Goodwin
Too Far
Derrmger. ha<;l cleaned It all up and of Ladbrokes of London, the 22
Calvin Jennings
625
Hollywood Lu
was nuzzlmg_It and as happy as she legalized bookmakers who are now 23
Pete Gilman
470
MelinKimar
could be. When I went to take the involved in extensive real estate 24
470
Pete Gilman
Fair
Jan
25
calf th~ mare put her ea:r:s back and holdings including some in this 26
Glen Merrill
600
HanbroHope
made It ve;y ci.::ar ~hat It was hers country.'
D. Pettinelli
1725
Benna Show Off
and I wasn t taking It. So I went out Ziggurat Ltd., a Nashua, NH PR 27
Pete Gilman
400
Camden Brenda K
28
~o <:_heck the cow and she was totally firm acting on behalf of Greylock 29
Earl Peralta
825
Tornado Mike
Earland Webb
500
Indifferent to the fact that the horse Associates of Springfield, MA, which 30
Rival Time Prudy
OUT
Blue Boy O'Brien
had her calf. Well I went a~d got my represents Ladbrokes in New 31
husband Warren and we ~mally got England, has looked over the bur~he calf away from Derrmger and ned-out track which is back on the
~nto another stall. W~ got the cow market after the Campbell/Hinsdale
mto the st~ll and she ~hd not want the group failed to finalize their $12.5
c~lf and did everything she could ~o million deal for the track. Others
New England Livestock Conservation, Inc. awards scholarships annually to
discourage the calf an~ us. Well, It also have looked at the Rock, but
students
of domestic livestock production and handling.
took us 6 hours to convince th~ cow nothing has materialized as yet, and
Two
$350
scholarships are available to any resident of the New England states
that she wante~ the c~lf an<i: fin~lly Ken Graf and Ray Poirier report the who has been
admitted to a recognized two- or four-year- post-high school institushe ~ccepted It. Durmg this time 'For Sale' sign still is up.
tion planning to major in the animal sciences. The student may be entering as a
Derrmger reacted very badly. I was
freshman or already actively enrolled.
just getting ready to call our vet as I
''
A Scho arship Committee will evaluate and select the two winners, using the
was worried about her losing the foal
followi guidelines: 1. background; 2. Experience; 3. academic performance; 4.
she's expecting 3/25. She worked
herself up into a frenzy. She was 16 Race Tracks, Can You Find Them? financia need; 5. interest in livestock and/or animal products industries.
For more information and application, write to:
dripping sweat and steaming from
one end to the other. She was really
New England Livestock Conservation, Inc.
P.O. Box 265
blowing and puffing. It really was B A N G 0 R u R T s
Scholarships
Boston,
Massachusetts 02117
sad the way she suffered over losing
w
s
I
D
A
N
R
0
R
K
that little heifer.
In checking outside in the-snow to
BROADCAST SCHEDULE 1983
D 0 I H 0
try to figure out what happened T L A 0 l.
"AT THE GATE"
when the cow -calved, it was obvious A I A K T v 0 T A L
Maine Harness Racing
that she ha~ the calf right at the
Area
Channel
Time
paddock fence and it slid right into v N I c D c E v z v Lewiston
Cable 13
Tuesday 7:30
Derringers paddock. The cow never
,
Friday 5:00
got to clean U:p the calf so she didn't I G I B E y 0 R E E Portland
Cable 4
Friday 7: 00
even miss it. Fortunately for the calf
Westbrook
Cable
12
Call
'
W
M L R Bangor
Derringer took over or the calf A T A A B A
Thursday 6:30
Cable 4
would have died.
Cable 13
Thursday 7:30
v
E R s I F I 1:Brunswick
Thank heavens, everything_ has ... 0 N K
Augusta
Cable 3
Monday 6:30
finally worked out okay and peace A N 0 N A B E L N N Presque Isle
Cable
·
Call
If you want "At The Gate" in your local system, convince them locally to air the
has again been restored.
Sincerely, B 5 A w T H · 0 R N E show. "At The Gate" will send one tape a week on a rotating basis to regional
cable systems. Each system airs the segments according to local demand.
Betty MacConnell

Pine Tree Sale Results March 18, 1983

Rockm·gham Report

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
New England Scholarships

Ups And Down,,

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

OR HEAST HARNESS NEWS
•s.oo Per Year

(Please Circle Proper Categories)

PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL
It's an opportunity to be informed.about the latest on the harness racing
scene in New Engl~nd. Initial subscriptions & renewals sign below.
(Please enclose check to facilitiate efficiency}
New _Renew_
Print Mailing Address
DATE:-----

r

s
c

AME~·----------------------------------------------1
eT: __________________________________________ II
I
TV:
STAT-=
:Harry Coleman wrote a check to renew
d~t-:
ZIP: - - 1News. Did you remember?
Retorn to: Jean Emer on, Editor, Boom Ro , Saco, Maine 04072

1
~--------------~-------~-----------------,----------------

I

!
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I
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MEADOW SKIPPER'S daughter,
The 100% Producer ...

PR0 PELLER p.2, 2:02.1m 4, 2:00.1m

Of the Lana Lobell Broodmare Band is presently anticipating another record performer.
Her 1981 Colt, PIPER LOBELL is training extremely well under the tutelage of the talented
Frank O'Mara at Pompano Park. ·PROPELLER has the necessar.y background to be a top producer
as she is a full or half sister to NAUTICAL p.l:57.3, MR. V.G. p. 2:00.~ and to the dams of
ENFILADE p. 1:58 and LANE ALLEN ROAD p. 1:59.1.

REBEL BRET

Her 1976 foal
p. 2, 2:04 3, 2:00.2h T.T.1:57.3m
Winner of Sagamore Hill Series at Roosevelt Raceway with earnings of $78,743, is a son of
The Premier Sire at Castleton Farm

BRET HANOVER p. 2, 1:57.2 3, 1:55.4 T.T. 1:53.3

This is all the ·insurance you need to begin planning your Maine Breeding Program for 1983.

The price is right! The place is right ..• off Maine Turnpike - Exit 5 Two miles North- Corner Buxton Road and Louden Road.

THE DUPUIS FARM .

Sac~ ·
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Downeast Harness News

By CLARK THOMPSON

The March "mud season" finds terested in the care and developapproximately 75 horses training at ment of the park left to the City by
Bangor's Bass Park. With the influx J.P. Bass in 1919.
of some new and old faces, a second Under Doug's proposal · the
barn has been opened- at least the agricultural fair and harness racing
part· not under water. Spring would be leased out to a private
flooding remains a problem due in entity through competitive bidding.
large part to the lack of barn The Civic Center and auditorium
maintenance. As the frost leaves the complex would become part of the
track for another year, horsemen City's
parks
qnd
recreation
have been busy working the surface department as iJ?. former years.
with their own vehicles, floats, Doug points out in his letter that it
rakes, shovels and whatever else was not the intent of the Committee
necessary to ready the oval for for Bass Park Redevelopment, of
spring training. Despite limited which he was treasurer in 1974, nor
training opportunities due to track of the citizens who approved· a 1.6
conditions, area horsemen have million bond issue for redevelopbeen able to help fill classes at ment, to subsidize the civic center
Lewiston's early spring meet. Hard and
auditorium. with
profits
working Mitch Gallant turned a few generated from the fair and harness
heads with his dad's trotter, racing.
.
,. ·
Keystone Titus, with recent back-to- · On March 1{) ~ony ·Aliberti's cable
back wins at Lewiston. After an television show "At The Gate"
absence of several months, Debbie returned to the air for Bangor area
Lanpher has returned with two aged television viewers. "At The Gate"
pacers and has already made her airs every Thursday on cable
presence known at Lewiston. Debbie channel4 at 7:30p.m. Don't forget to
is also helping with her dad's stable. drop a note to Jack VanQuillenberg
Russ has several aged horses in- at Coastal Cable TV, 278 Florida
eluding a couple of young trotters Avenue, Bangor, 04401, if you enjoy
that showed a lot of promise last the show. We hope Tony's producyear. Goodwin "Goodie" Gilman of tion crew will be able to find another
Newport is back at .Bangor this camera for coverage of Northern
spring with several aged horses Maine racing this summer.
under the care of trainer Tony
Red Brewer reports that he was
Bryson . . Young Shawn Gray of able to train th~ee colts ~e h~s for
Bangor has three aged horses with Bob and Ken Irving of Caribou In the
his grandfather Roland Gray of 2:50 range before the Presqu~ Isle
Bucksport including the trotter Race track broke up. The Scarlet Skipper
Me Dean. A new face at Bangor is colt out of the former Maine
Leonard Pierce of Newburgh. broodm~re of the yea.r Jillana,
Leonard has purchased his first appropriately named Skipper Ken,
standardbred after many years of is especially eye appealing. Red
raising and training show horses. estimates that thirty horses are now
We wish Leonard the best with his jogging at the track with everyone
colt, Skipper Speed (Scarlet Skipper anxiously awaiting im roved track
-Speedy Ribbon), now in the hands conditions so training miles can be
of trainer Mike Tremblay.
resumed.
In a letter to the Bangor City
Doug Thompson of Houlton inCouncil dated March 15, 1983, Doug forms us that approximately fifty
Clendenning has requested the horses are training at the Woodstock
termination of the City's lease with track in neighboring New Brunthe Bass Park Corporation. As an swick. Bangor regulars, Clayton
alternative, Doug proposes a three Dickison and Dean Bustard have
member board of trustees consisting moved into the track from their
of Bangor citizens genuinely in- respective farms where they have

~·-~~·

Trainer Red Brewer shows pff the two year old Skipper Ken (Scarlet Skipper Jillana) outside the Irving-Bam at the Presque Isle Fairgrounds.

been· jogging their stock. Doug says
Clayt likes his Happy Motoring colt
purchased with Dr. Sutherland of
Woodstock at Harrisburg last fall.
Doug and Clayt have a Maine stakes
eligible Latham colt this year which
they hope will make it. Doug reports
that nominations for the "Mr.
Skipper" (Meadow Skipper -Hal's
Mae) 2 year old pace, Maine or
Maritime sired, $1,000 guaranteed
purse, have closed. Mt. Skipper is
the sire of the fast Richochet
Skipper, p. 2:02.3h and whose full
sister, ~kipper's lVlae, IS the aan1 01
.!!;astern ~kipper among others.
March has seen two Aroostook
Co nty owned horses register wins
at the Meadowlands after successful
campaigns at Foxboro. Texas
Kathy, out of the 1982 Maine
broodmare of the year Lady
Evergreen, won in 1: 59.4 for owner
Walter Reed Jr. of Fort Fairfield,
while Tom and Betty Lavin's
(Caribou) Mr. Pipeline won in 2:00
with Jimmy Doherty doing the
teaming.

MARITIME NOTES
Harness racing in New Brunswick
get a boost with the planned
opening of a new five-eighths mile
track with enclosed grandstand near
Moncton. Pare Champlain Raceway
is now advertising for a general
manager.
Exhibition Park Raceway in
Saint-John is planning on installing a
new cash-sell tote system with intertrack wagering capabilities.
The
Fredericton Horsemen's
Association held a successful stud
service raffle recently donated by
the Easy Come Easy Go (Meadow
Skipper- Lady Emily) syndicate to
raise money for improvements to
the track's grandstand area.
Finally, we enjoyed reading the
50th anniversary issue of Hoofbeats.
It was a gem, especially the picture
of Walter Bisset in the judges' stand
at the Blue Hill Fair. Labor day
weekend will be here all too soon the mud season only a faint
memory.
shou~d

"This working paint can be used in conjunction with water treatment."

standardbre solution
"Your horse,

my Leg Paint!'
A strong Iodine Leg Paint used as an Can Be Purchased At:
.. Aid in ·the temporary relief of minor
· . stiffness and soreness caused by
over-exertion. For use on knees,
' D&B Sales- Foxboro, Mass.
tendons, suspensory and curbs as a
rubefacient and counter itritant. May Alexander's Horse Supply- Maine & Mass.
be customized for your needs by
mixing with alcohol~ glycerine or
I).MSO for des! red 'stt€mgth. My
Alloy's - Saratoga Race Track
ij g:; aint nas been used on race .
· fiorSes as a Pairit, Sweat, Tightener
and. Brace for over 40 years.
BUI Crane's- Sale , N.H •
~

Dr. Holmberg's Leg Paint No. 135
Waldeck's Tack Shop- Suffolk D wns
D1stnbuted bv·

Lussier's. Pharmacy Inc.
Main Street, Wilton. NH 03086
(603) 654-9752

,'
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Introducing The 1983 Foals Of

BEST JEFFREY
-

.

Leading % Sire

These Healthy,

~

•

,I

Page 5·

p. 2, 2:00.3f 3, l:59.lf 4, 1:57.4

Fee: $500 (Live Foal)

Best Of All
In
Shadydale Frisky

,

-/l $l90,000.

New Jersey with Iii performers in 2:00

ot Nine Live Foals 1 in 2:00 • 4 m 2:os.

W~ll

Conformed Foals Give An Indication Of The Racing Potential
Inherent In a BEST JEFFREY Future Stakes Candidate.

Best Jeffrey - Bellnow filly bora 3/12/83

Best Jeffrey - Lorraine Ann colt bora 3/15/83

Best Jeffrey - Win Me filly bora 3/27/83

Notice The Satisfied Mare Owners
Who Bring Return Breedings

Get on the bandwagon and
b~ok your mares now for an
early foal in 1984!

You are welcome to come and
personally inspect these
handsoine indviduals at
Lavish Acres

Early Speed And Money Earnings;
Plus Gameness And Consistency
Spell BEST JEFFREY!

YearUaa filly, Best Waltz a 1•1 tea •
to Ilea Jeffrey oat of Gaelle ahz.

LAVISH ACRES

•
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A Top

~''Record-Producing''

Stallion

KIPPER GENE MARX P· 2:00h
(Meadow Gene
.

p. I:59.2

-

Little Lady Marx

p. 2:05.4 )

From a few small crops through - March 14, 1983

Skipper Dale Marx
Nadia C.
Grandaif
Skip Mendez
Tillie Brewster
Oripahs
Calendula
Ivy Marx
Skip Rango
Goodnight Illene
Ram pori

1:56.2
1:58.1
1:59.1
1:59.2
1:59.3
1:59.3
2:01
2:02.3
2:02.4
2:03.3

$186,093.
75,965.
93,177.
22,040.
68,431.
9,090.
26,470.
19,464.
23,334.
14,211.
$24,228.

2:04~3

(Official USTA figures)
You- can't ignore meaningful statistics!
WHO CAN TOP THIS?
Over half of this stallion's foals have two-year-old records. The first !\'Iaine crop will be on the track in I983!
From a total of 2llive foals, from I7 different broodmare sires, there are 17 record performers with II under 2:05.
Wouldn't you like to have one?

Skipper Gene Marx wins at Bangor Raceway before begiDDlng his career in Maine.

Fee: $1,000. Live Foal
Breed to a Proven Sire!
.

... .
~

.

r

--

Co tact: ~r o d J. Stanliope

Board $6.00 Per Day

Personal Financing Available.
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AroostOok Comity Report
Dear Jean:

EVERGREEN; owned by Walter
Reed. Mr. Parks is also training
another of Walter Reed's 2 yr. olds
FURRY KISSER by SCARLET
SKIPPER out of LOVE AND
KISSES. The fourth colt that Hal is
training is STEWARD SHARLOU a
2 yr. old by FLIGHT DIRECTOR ~ut
of LOT ANA HANOVER and is
owned by Bud Haley.

Enclosed are four photos that my
son took on January 9, 1983. We, in
Aroostook county, have had a rather
pleasantly mild winter; which has
been good for the horsemen training
their colts and fillys at the No. Maine
Fairgrounds racetrack (also known
as Aroostook Raceways). There are
at present 18 colts and fillies being
jogged daily and will be in training
ELITE LADY is a nice looking
very soon, plus the aged horses, as filly and if she is anything like her
well.
mother, she could be great. Hal
In photos No. 1 and No. 2- Halson raced KEYSTONE CURLY last
Parks is shown with KEYSTONE year in the Maine Stakes and was
CURLY, a trotter by KEYSTONE very pleased with him: he looks for
GEMENI owned by Richard "!key" much better from him in 1983. Hal
Graves, (No. 1). Halson is holding did a very good job with MR.
ELITE LADY (No.2), a 2 yr. old, by PIPELINE in 1982, getting him
KEYSTONE ORE out _ of LADY ready, because he raced very good
No. 1 Keystone Curly and Halson Parks

No. 4 Chinatown and Fred Johnson
happened tO notice that every time
Fred stood in front of him, the
horse's lower lip would quiver! I, of
course, thought this to be very
funny. I later found out that Fred
carried sugar to bribe him and that
this was the way in which the horse
asked for it, the big baby!
Fred has other horses, besides his
own, that he jogs regularly. OCEAN
J by STJAMES STREET out of J D
CAROLYN and RAMP ANT by ISLE
OF WIGHT both are 3 yr. olds. He
also trains a 4 yr. old called
HOTLINE LOBELL by OIL BURNER. Fred does some training for
Dr. Alroy Chow from time to time.
Bob and Ken 1m ·
h ye h e
yr olds and one 3 yr. old at the track
at present. Nate Churchill has a new

3 yr. old and another 3 yr. old still
racing, (at Boxboro, N.Y.) Carleton
Ro-se has three that he is training
(his own). He has SHARI SHANE by
R 0 ME 0 IMAGE out of
BELLRIDGE, a 2 yr. old filly;
ROMEO ROSETTE by ROMEO
IMAGE out of DOTTY STAR, a 3 yr.
old pacer, and J.D.R. by MR.
SUFFOLK out of DOTTY STAR, a 4
yr. old pacer. All three are training
well and may possibly end up in the
winners circle this fall.
I, also, talked with Dana Swett
who has a new 2 yr. old trotter
STONEGATE WAIT by YANKEE
BAMBINO out of STONEGATE
PPLFJ. . .
is rotte · a
brother to STONEGATE CONSORT
who is very high on. It has been said

then and will be as good in ~983. ~ud
Haley told me that his filly,
STEWARD SHARLOU, is FLIGHT
DIRECTOR'S first crop, so we will
have to keep an eye on her. When she
was being broken by Hal and Bud,
she didn't want to jog and threw
herself a few times before they
managed to convince her that it was
best for her to use all four legs. She
is jogging great now.
Ken Hafford is training three 2 yr.
olds, two are by ROMEO IMAGE.
The 3 yr. old in photo No. 3 is
STRETCH SOCKS by WHAT A
BARON out of SUSIE Q. He is a big
rugged colt and, if he gets it
together, he will be tough.
Now, in photo No.4; Fred Johnson
(my very good friend and Paul

of a horseman, that one can tell if he
really likes a horse; his eyes light up
his whole face when he mentions his
name. Well, Dana's eyes sure lit up
on this one! Dana also has a 3 yr. old
colt WATER POWER by FULLA
NAPOLEON out of KEYSTONE
WAY.
For my own views .... ! think a big
thank you is due Bob Irving and
Nate Churchill for the exceptionally
fine job they did in getting the horses
for the 1982 races at the Northern
Maine Fair.
I have been associated with
harness racing as turn judge,
paddock judge and as associate juge
fo a lP ..mmatel ni . e. :y~a ..s nstW· I
also took my turn as announcer,
which is another story a_ltogether.

Mullen·s sidekick) is holding CHINA
TOWN, a 5 yr. old trotter by SONG
CAN out of AMBRO SALINCE,
owned by Fred Johnson. Fred thinks
quite a lot of him and so do I. He~
not great, yet; but I think he has tbe
potential to be great. I have
nicknamed him "Quiverllp" for my
own rea·sons. You see, 1 saw thiS
horse when Fred first got him. At
that time, he was pretty rank, so
much so that he wouldn't even go in
or out of the stall at a walk. He just
shot through the door like a bullet.
However, just to show what a lot of
patience and love will do, Fred now
has that horse gentled to a point
where a child could easily hook him
into the harness. How I came to give
him this nickname was while I was
watching Fred witl)._this horse that I
No. 2 Elite Lady and Halson Parks

No. 3 Stretch Sox and Kenny Hafford
All in all, about 25 years, I have been
involved with this racetrack. I
witnessed the best of all in 1982,
including having the track record
beat for the first time: since 1934, it
had only been broken once (by
OLYMPIA MAID driven by Mike
Murchison, in 2:03 3/5ths). The
original time was 2:04 3Aths by RAY
HENLEY. COLOMBO SEELSTER
took it away with a time of 2:02
2/Sths, which made 1982 a good and
exciting year.
I do want to say one thing,
however, without the Canadian
horses, we wouldn't have had
enough horses and I am very 1
g~at~ful. :L o~ t~y. ~ome back this}.
year.
Incerely yours,
Jerry J. Hirsch
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MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
1983 Three Year Old Eligibles By Sires
·ccoco~...O"'"...ccc::r~~...r~~QCCCICCCCOOCOCCCOCOOCCCOOCCO~~~_,...~~-o""-'-'-'J""-'~~~~

NEVELE PILOT
UNSTABLE SEAN c,(Nevele Pilot-Amy Lobell)
MURRY'S PILOT c, (Nevele Pilot-Singapore Sling)
THE GRUMP c,(Nevele Pilot-Kitty Abbe)
GAELIC MacTAVISH f,(Nevele Pilot-Star's Bell)
MISS DELL ELL .f.(Nevele Pilot-Sky Go)
MR. SUFFOLK
PINE RIVER ROSE f,(Mr. Suffolk-Sweet Sota)
VALERIE'S BEANO c,(Mr. Suffolk-Meadow Valerie)
MR. SUNDAY c,(Mr. Suffolk-Sunday Red)
TAURUS NOW c,(Mr. Suffolk-Bellnow)
RAMBL'N RAMSHACKLE f,(Mr. Suffolk-Bettor's Quinton)
SUFFOLK LARK f,(Mr. Suffolk-Sirrah Jay)
ROMIE'S ELAINEY f,(Mr. Suffolk-Prado)
TIME CLOCK
·B.K. KING g,(Time Clock-Merrie Pace)
CHINBRO NICK OF TIME f,(Time Clock-Nicky Mac)
CHINBRO BART c,(Time Clock-Chinbro Barb)
CHINBRO CHIMES c,(Time Clock-Steady Belle)
CHINBRO KEITH c,(Time Clock-Lassnite Moraka)
MESCALITO c,(Time Clock-Ricci Del Marge)
CHINBRO PEGGY, f,(Time Clock-Minnie Sota)
MISS SHELLY TIME f,(Time Clock-Esquire Babe)
JESHER
OUR LITTLE ACE c,(Jesher-Stashaway Cash)
GYPSY PETE
CHINBRO HA WAil g, (Gypsy Pete-Chinbro Sue)
SCOTCH BANKER
RAE LEE LUCKY c,(Scotch Banker-Valsota)
GREENIE D TOMMY c,(Scotch Banker-Can Tar Patsy)
LIB'S JIMDANDY c,(Scotch Banker-Double or Else)
LIB'S JUJU: c,(Scotch Banker-Miles End Dot)
LITE ME'S BRAT c,(Scotch Banker-Miss Lite Me)
MR. CHRISTIAN c,(Scotch Banker-Formal Alliance)
RAg LEE LOVE f,(Scotc~ Banker-Val Two)
A.C.'S ACHILLES
LARRY'S LUFF c,(A.C.'s Achilles-Deana's Duane)
ROMEO'S IMAGE
MICHELLE'S IMAGE !,(Romeo's Image-Miss N.J.)
BERT'S DON c,(Romeo's Image-Maggie's Sister)
ROMEO'S ROSETTE !,(Romeo's Image-Dottie's Star)
SHERRY'S SHARE !,(Romeo's Image-Belle Ridge)
BIG LEAGUE STAR
WINDSOCK SURF f, (Big League Star-Aloaha)
FROST STAR c (Big League Star-Frost Princess)
CLIFFORD CARD c,(Big League Star-Lorolei Whiz).
WINDSOCK BYRD c,(Big League Star-Star's Snowbird)
DIAMOND DALE
CASHMERE DALE c,(Diamond Dale-Miss Copenhagen)
BRANCHBROOK TRIXIE f,(Diamond Dale-Jan Stringer)
LATHAM
RAW SATIN f,(Latham-Vermont Adios)
SAYONARA f, (Latham-Sapporo)
JERICHO MIST f,(Latham-Reed's Oliver)
GAELIC CLU'M'ER c,(Latham-Fly Fly Betty)
GAELIC FORTUNE c,(Lathan-Kaiy Valentine)
RACE ME PRINCE c,(Latham-J.M. Majestic)
LITI'LE RIBBON f,(Lathan-Ribbon Cane)
VAL BLACK £,(Latham-Topless)
I'M FRANK SWENSON
I'M TRICKY DICK c,(l'm Frank Swenson-Dale Lori)
ELECTION DAY
KING OVERLOOK c,(Election Day-Tiny Widow)
SOME SAMPSON c,(Election Day-8ome Swift)
BLACK ELECTION !,(Election Day-Lady Jasmine)
OLD FRAZIER
RIPLEY c,(Old Frazier-High Tru)
SuLINDA f,(Old Frazier-Buzzer)
STEADY SPIRIT
STEADY TARA f,(Steady Spirit-Contessa Teresa)
STEADY MARINOR c,(Steady Spirit-Widower's Time)
STEADY SS SIS f,(Steady Spirit-Miscelaneous)
AUTUMN FROST
.
WORTHY INDIAN BOY c,(Autumn Frost-Worthy VIew)
SUSAN JANE FROST f,(Autumn Frost-Frosty Bowen)
BECKY JEAN FROST f,(Autumn Frost-Oregon's Jean)

2:05.4
nr

1~10

~

3 1 $13,858
0 0 0 $229

2:07.3 12- 2 6 3 $6,848
2:06
~ 3 0 0 $4,742
nr
2-010 $528

2:07.3 11- 1 3 2 $3,966
nr
0- 0 0 0 scr $0

nr
nr
nr

7- 0 3 2 $2,393
8- 0 2 1
3- 0 0 0

$2,026
$216

nr

3-

o0 0

$111

nr

3-010
1- 0 0 0

$593

nr

$0

2:06.4 10- 5 3 1 $8,681
nr
0- 0 0 0 scr $0

2:08.2 12- 5 0 1 $6,168
nr
7- 0 0 0 $873
nr
1- 0 0 0
$0

or

8- 0 3 0 $2,219

nr

11- 0 0 2 $1,687

2:09 1

6- 2 0 3 $3,207

nr

3- 0 0 0

$104

CULVER'S PRIDE
KNOTCH HILL KEVIN g,(Culver's Pride-April Colden)
2:13.3
CYRUS RIDGECREST c,(Culver's Pride-Lady Landmark)
nr
TWO DEMAND
T.W. HAPPINESS g,(Two Demand-Mattuta)
2:12.2
NECESSITOUS c,(Two Demand-Kim Tam Time)
nr
SNAPPY DUKE
STUDLEY'S DREAM g,(Snappy Duke-Greenacres Lady)
2:15.4
GREENACRES DUKE g,(Snappy Duke-Poison)
2:20
DUKE BLACKGUARD c,(Snappy Duke-Greylin Bess)
MISS BAUNEG BEG f,(Snappy Duke-Ms. Crystal)
SABRINA DUKE f,(Snappy Duke-Flashy Deal)
SNAPPY BLACKGUARD c,(Snappy Duke-Gay Head)
KEYSTONE GEMINI
KEYSTONE CURLY c,(Keystone Gemini-Fury J)
2:29.4.
WESTRIDGE TONY c,(Keystone Gemini-Westridge Yuk)
nr
WESTRIDGE BILL c,(Keystone Gemini-Chinbro Milly)
WESTRIDGE HAD c,(Keystone Gemini-Shirley Time)
WATCHFUL
HURRICANE ANN f,(Watchful-Beth Hill)
nr
SEA BUNNY f,(Watchful-Bunny Gale)
BETTOR'S CHOICE
PATRICIA'S CHOICE f,(Bettor's Choice-Tiny B. Oregon)
nr
BETTOR'S BURN c,(Bettor's Choice-Adio Burn)
CHOICE MONARCH c,(Bettor's Choice-My Gal A)
GREENACRES SNITZ f,(Bettor's Choice-J.B. Rebecca)
HICKORY DOC c,(Bettor's Choice-Mary Ida)
MISS WAYNIE HAYES £,(Bettor's Choice-Miss Lily Hayes)
SLICK CHOICE c, (Bettor's Choice-Slick Jean)
TWO KEY'S CHOICE f,(Bettor's Choice-Lakewood Wag)
THE RUDE c,(Bettor's Choice-Greenacres Denise)
JONAS HANOVER
CAPTAIN RIDGECREST c,(Jonas Hanover-Stacie Frost)
nr
CANDEE RIDGECREST f,(Jonas Hanover-Special Moraka)
CLARK RIDGECREST c,(Jonas Hanover-Randie's Ribbon)
DOCTOR CRAIG c,(Jonas Hanover-Mighty Kodoma)
MERLIN MORAKA c,(Jonas Hanover-Shadow Moraka)
TRUE WAYNE
HANBRO'S FAITH c,(True Wayne-Kimmy's Gir~)
WAYNE'S IMAGE c,(True Wayne-Tagalong Tam)
HANBRO HOPE f,(True Wayne-Never Happen)
SPEEDY MONEY
HANKA PANK SKIP c,(Speedy Money-Windsor Lady)
TUNK KA WAY KUN f,(Speedy Money-Hills Ingrid)
RUSTY RANGE
OUT OF RANGE c, (Rusty Range-Borderview Dianne)
nr
COME ALONG CINDY f,(Rusty Range-Oi Vay)
nr
CAMEO RIDGECREST f,(Rusty Range-Cherry Hill Babe)
nr
COUNT RIDGECREST c,(Rusty Range-Hazel Ann)
HOMEGROWN RASCAL c,(Rusty Range-Chief's Widow)
MAJOR RUSH c,(Rusty Range-Bowen's Rhythm)
CLAUDIA RIOOECREST f,(Rusty Range-Lullathorpe)
NOT SO RUSTY f,(Rusty Range-Polka's Dream)
RUSTY BABY f,(Rusty Range-Silky Star)
DEAN GAMBLE
JUST A GAMBLE c,(Dean Gamble-lone Barmin)
MISS EMILY HAYES f,(Dean Gamble-Miss Speedy Hayes)
RACE ME J f,(Dean Gamble-Farmstead Gal)
AMMO HANOVER
AMMONOTE c, (Ammo Hanover-Dancing Note)
nr
MAC'S MISS AMMO f,(Ammo Hanover-Miss Diane D)
nr
POACHER c,(Ammo Hanover-White Doll) AMMO MONEY MAKER c,(Ammo Hanover-Miss Election Day)
BROOKS BULLET c,(Ammo Hanover-J.M. Brenda)
MIJAROMA MIKE c,(Ammo Hanover-Ranlom Missy)
AMMORLINE f, (Ammo Hanover-Catherine Bumpas)
CAMPGROUND GIRL f,(Ammo Hanover-Baby Mir)
MISS TAIL GUNNER f,(Ammo Hanover-Miss Tempest)
MOLLY FORJAN f,(Ammo Hanover-Oteca's Little Mary)
T.F. GOLDIE f,(Ammo Hanover-Tavern's Farvelvet)
AWAY MARG f,(Ammo Hanover-Margy Eddie)
ARMBRO FRANK
.
ROURKE'S GffiL f,(Armbro Frank-Mrs.O'Rourke
SOUTH RD. SAM c,(Armbro Frank-Ellen Algiers)
LORD JAMES JAY c,(Armbro Frank-Patricia Ann)
SKIPPER GLENN
nr
FAIR RISK f,(Skipper Glenn-Heritage Cindy)
nr
MAINE MARINER c,(Skipper Glenn-Impromptu)
nr
FEISTY FELLA c,(Skipper Glenn-sugar Newport)
SOUTHERN MAINE £,(Skipper Glenn-Dixie Kat)
EMILY'S DEVIL c, (Slipper Glenn-Emily's Angel)
PINEHOLM'S SKIPPER c,(Skipper Glenn-Linda Sota)
R.D.'S MR. LINCOLN c,(Skipper Glenn-Tulip Poplar)
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN f,(Skipper Glenn-Trotwood Darlene)

-+--u..a·'.S TREAI

-=-

1~ 5 3 2 $7,143
10- 0 2 3 $2,115

9- 4 1 2 $6,690
4-000
$0
13- 3 3 1 $5,384
8- 1 1 1 $2,061

9- 1 2 1 $3,218
1- 0 0 1
$252

7- 0 0 1

$711

3- 0 0 0

$195

7- 0 0 1

$902

6- 0 2 2 $1,728
3- 0 0 0 $166
2-000
$0

7- 0 0 2
5-0 0 2

$887
$674

~

0 1 2 $1,156
7- 0 0 0
$800
1.. 0 1 0 $653

-

TREAT WITH PASSION !,(Trick's Treat-Prima BaEerlr!aL,~PQ.~ooaacco
.cc~==~~
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Spring Training Report-Maine
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As the chill of spring gradually
gives way to long, warmer days,
three year old stakes prospects test
their racing legs.
Proven performers often start
back late. Their speed potential was
seen a year ago, and there is a
danger of over racing, peaking too
early.
So while Valerie's Beano and
Unstable Sean return to jogging,
green three year olds prepare for
their first racing experience. A year
ago Lite Me's Girl was just another
inexperienced filly, now Lite Me's
Brat a full brother, is nearly ready
to attack racing.

Jericho Mist, a precociou filly,
was not quite ready to race to her
potential a a two year last year. She
stepped through her maiden with
ease at L wiston Raceway, and
seems ready for more.
Bruce McGhee tarted Windsock
Surf in tough Series competition in
New York, so she should return to
Maine a more experienced mare.
As the weeks pass, more and mor
green three year olds must prove
they can pace nearer 2:05 than 2: 10.
For as the first event ne r, the
top performers will return, ready to
defend juvenile reputations, and if
they are to be challenged, the tim to
Unstable Sean and Dude Goodblood completed the year at the top of the two year old Jist. start is at hand.
~,...

I
I
I

SUSTAINING AGREEMENT TO
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKE
NO. 10 FOR 3 YEAR OLDS 1983

I
I

I
I
I
I

NO. 11 FOR 2 YEAR OLDS 1983

For Trotters and Pacers
Participating Racing Associations
Scarborough - Bangor - Skowhegan - Cumberland - Lewiston- Presque Isle-Wind or-Fryeburg-Farmington

Sustaining Fee Due May 15, 1983
2 Year Olds $25.00

Gait Mu t Be pecifi d

Age

Name of Entry

;

3 Year Olds $35.00
I

Pee

Trot

'i

•

I
I

I
I

~

I

I
I

I
I
I

I

Use separate form for 2 year old and 3 year old - Trotting and Pacing entries.
S~~oo~2nd3y~~~~~~ROOm~~dMOO~n~d~~~~~
Amount enelosed S

------------- No.

~n~-----------------~------~

Entries

~--~--

I

Be sure that gait is specified. Change of gait will not be allowed, if un ure or a cha~e may become necessary, u tain to both Trot nd Pa
Use a separate form for each. Payments cannot be accepted after May 15, 1983 - Respouibility to meet deadline res with own
nd

I

I

.,I
I

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

Maine State Harness Racing Commission

Statehouse Station 28

Augu t , Maine 04333

I
I

~

YEARL NG NOMINATION TO
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDE S STAKE 0. 12
Nominating Deadli~e May 15, 1983

Maine State Hameu Racing Commission Rule 1, Section 32
A yearling nomination payment of $5.00 shall be due on all Maine Sired colts A fillies by May 15th of the year following
Yearlillp N.-

Sire
I

I

I

..

I

i

.I

_.

I

J

I

!

0..

I

I

I

-

first birtiMI te

I

I
II

.
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p, 3, 1 :59.4f; 1 :57.3; TT 1 :55.! ($3!1,!!4)
ALBATROSS-HER LADY-ADIOS HARRY
If you're looking for a sire that
HOLLAND, an iron tough racecould put you in the winner's circle, horse and a stakes winner, has earntake a long hard look· at HOLLAND. ings of over $300,000. He has paced
His sire is the incomparable· ALBA- 78 miles under 2:00 and has 37 lifeTIOSS. And his dam, HER LADY p, 3, time wins. In the last start of his career,
2:01.3f, by world champion ADIOS he time trialed for Joe O'Brien at The
HARRY p, 4, 1:55 has produced four Red Mile in 1:55.2, the last three quartwo-minute horses including: BIG A ters in 1:25.1, the last half 1n 57.2.
p, 4, 1:57.3 ($.110,917), now standing
This will be HOLLAND'S second
at stud in Delaware; HER LADY BIRD season at stud. Last year.tle was bred
p, 3, 1:57.4 ($38,277), and HER LADY

to 97 mares. Naturally his foals are eligible to the rich New York Sire Stakes.
And with all he has going for him, his
stud fee is still only $1,500.
If you're searching for the right
stallion for your mare, take a good
look at HOLLAND. You won't have to
look any further.

HANOVER p, 3, TT 1:58.1 {$46,563).

1983 FEE
$1,500

2, 2:03.4; 3, 1:57 ($276,101 +)
SO GCAN-GOLDEN HUSTlE-SPIKE HANOVER
"For the past several years, SONGCAN
has dominated the New York Sire Stakes.
There's no reason why HOT BLOODED, his
fastest son, won't do the same. His record
speaks for itself. He has a two year old race
mark of 2:03.4, a three year old race mark of
1:57 and has nearly $300,000 on his card. He
has raced against and beaten some of the best
trotters in the country. And at $1,200 ... YOU

HAVE TO REED TO HIM:'
Percy Davis

1 3I

ODUCTORY FEE
$1,!00

Florida Report

By GARDNER PATTERSON

A number of Maine trainers and charge some of the top stake horses
drivers are making their mark at that will be racing on the Grand
Pompano Park before heading north Circuit.
to the larger tracks with some of the Keith Cluff, Lewiston, is a trainer
best young trotters and pacers in the for the Jim Rankin Stable which
East. Pompano will close down for boasts of some of the top horses at
harness racing on April 4, after a Pompano. Keith is the son of Freddy
banner winter season.
Cluff, and grew up racing at Bangor
One of the leading trainers for the Raceway. Roland MaHar, grandson
Stanley Dancer Stable is John of Poly McCaleb, is training for the
Hafford, Presque Isle. John is the big William Haughton Stable and
brother of the popular Maine driver· plans to race at the Meadowlands
Ronnie Hafford, and has in his this spring.

Keith Cluff and Joe Parker bold Hat Trick Floyd a two year old by SUent Majority.

Trainer and driver Bob Doherty
who hails from Aroostook county has
the Charlie Day Stable, Lewiston.
This season the Day Stable has been
prominent in the winner's circle.
Harry Porter, Skowhegan, is
training and grooming for the Jerry
Silverman Stable, N.Y. Harry has
handled some of the country's best
young trotters and brought them
along.
Another Maine horseman who is
making a special place for himself in

H~
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the harness world is Richard "Dick"
Macomber who has in his stable the
. young pacing champion of last
season Trim the Tree. Another of his
stars this season is the four-year-old
T. Vic, 1.56.1 by Armbro Otto. T. Vic
has come into his own this season
and won four of his last seven starts
in the Invitational handicap paces at
Pompano.
Joe Parker, nephew of Freeman
Parker, is grooming for the Jim
Rankin Stable and plans to be at the
Meadowlands.

Porter and Courie a .tbree year old by Meadow Skipper, after traiDIDg

/

John Hafford and Horse of the Year, Dancer's Crown 1:58 a three year old trotter. Bob Doherty and Charlie nay ~tb two year old Stakes trotter Racbael.

.

,.

U.S. T.A. News

COLUMBUS - Dancer ,s Crown
strongly over the last half of 1982, is
and Fortune Teller, both of whom Beats.
time of 1:54 1/5. The highest-rated second-ranked among the pacers at
~ f money-winning records for their
Dancer's Crown established a new filly is.Armbro Blush, who is ranked 1:52 2/5, while Trim the Tree, whose
respective gaits last year as two- record for two-year-old trotters last fifth overall among the freshman 1:53 3/5 mile last year rewrote the
year-olds, have been top-ranked for year, earning $406,512 while going trotters at 1:551/5.
standard for two-year-olds, is next
their three-year-old seasons in the undereated In nine starts. The son or
On the Pji!Ci g side, Fortune Teller with a projection of 1:52 3/5. The
1983 Experimental Championship Speedy Crown is owned by Rose Hild is top-billea with a rating of 1:52 1/5. topranked filly is world champion
Ratings.
Breeding Farm in partnership with The son of Governor Skipper, Bardot Lobell at 1:53. Like her
The Experimentals are an an- Rachel and trainer/driver Stanley trained and driven by Eldon Harner trotting counterpart, Armbro Blush,
nual ranking of the season's three- Dancer. Dancer's Crown is rated at for owners Max Buran and Stanley Bardot Lobell is fifth on the overall
year-old harness horses produced by 1:54, and if he achieves that rating Becker, bee me the richest fresh- list.
the U.S. Trotting Association. They he will be the fastest racing trotter man pacer. 9 lin time last year with
For further information, contact
are designed to predict the fastest of all time.
a bankrol?!'of :1,313,175, the majority Jerry Connors at the number below:
winning times for the horses ranked T V Yankee, who set a world of which Vf ama$Sed by·th colt in
The United States Trotting
on the list. The Experimentals will record for two-year-olds last year by winning bOth 'tlie. rich, Woodrow .Association, 750 Michigan Avenue,
be featured in the April issue of the trotting in 1:56, ranks second on the W: son andL.B Slieppatd stakes.
Columbus, Ohio, 43215, phone (614)
USTA's monthly magazine, Hoof Experimental List with a projected
Ralph Hanover, who developed 224-2291.
.
• .• • • • • !' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . .
A

Lewiston Racewa}r Offers
SaL

THE SEC

April

$1,200.

S

(Date ubjeet. To Commiaioa Appront)

Sl. 750. added (

~,500 esL)
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News

Harness Profile

Personality Profile

By Anthony J. Aliberti

All the headlines are generated by
bigness, and power, speed and
muscle. But truly harness racing is
one of the few sports still dependant
on the little guy. Out front the stockbroker forms syndicates, and top
class teamsters guide million dollar
colts, but scratch the surface and
you find all across the nation,
thousands of racing families
providing the horses, and energy
and enthusiasm for this sport to
continue.
Top class racing travels on the
Grand Circuit. It lasts a week at
each stop, and that is just about how
long the elite could sustain racing
alone. For every horse there are
perhaps ten "little" people in part
responsible for its success, from
grooms to second trainers, and the
guy who trucks the horse from track

In 1963 Meadow Skipper was still
owned by Hugh Grant, and no one
could guess his coming genetic
impact. America was led by a
charasmatic young Kennedy, and
the Boeing 707 was slicing the
commuting time to Europe. It was a
time for optimism, a time to build
for the future.
Twenty years later every facet of
life has changed. Here in Maine
racing has grown to proportions not
dreamed in 1963. The bet approaches
$30 million, and the number of
racing opportunities has more than
doubled. The fairs have survived,
and the extended meets have
produced a full time major league
sport.
One of the few constants has been
an unpretentious farm in West
Poland, Me. Twenty years ago
breeding horses locally was not so
fashionable and profitable as it is
today. With the Maine Stakes
providing the fiscal impulse, new
plush farms are appearing every
year. More and more yearlings are
marketed. The sales prices are
astounding compared to records
curled by the passing of two
decades.
Back
when
Bert
Fernald
established his breeding farm, he
was breaking relatively new ground.
Fernald,
longtime
executive
secretary to the Maine Harness
Horseman's Association was a
pioneer of sorts, and without his
early work, breeding in Maine would
not have been the same.
Fernald stood stallions before
marketing yearlings became a
serious business. His small time
operation
has
been
sending
yearlings to market longer than any
other Maine farm: When the Maine
Stakes was proposed, his was one of
only a few established breeding
:: faW~i!~iii is not pretentious. His
' colts have stood on their own legs, he
_neither ~ours nor flaunts them. Hts
,- farm
IS
no
showy
facade.
Everything is there, but things are
:: no fancier than they need be.
'
Fine Time remains the stallion
most associated with those early
,~ years. · He is admittedly a "poor
man's sire" as Fernald freely ad:: mits. In Maine, Fine Time is the
benchmark for all Maine stallions
which followed. Fine Time was sent
,= ~mares without regard to breeding
potentiaL
:: From this meager group he
produced racehorses, and oc:: cassionally stakes performers. He

to track.
We have come to accept "mom
and pop" stables here in Maine, it is
part of our way of racing. To make it
through the season it is necessary to
put everyone to work. And here not
all the horses munching grain can
still turn on winning speed. Many a
local stable nurses old, tired
animals, claimers mostly, who try to
pay the way and make a life of
racing.
How appropriate that one of the
workers, one of t}1e faceless
majority stood center stage in
Augusta to become the Maine
trainer of the year.
Elmer Ballard might have gone
unnoticed forever, were it not for a
single a<tcuuon to hiS staole . .HaHara
conditions claimers, ana suecesstuHy turns horses no one else
-~'".7"""~~---,~-•..,":11~...~ .__..._.. · wants Into winners.
A year ago in the Fall he bid on a
colt. Offered $500, and when the call
W(\nt unanswered he took Unstable
Sean home. The rest is well known
by now. He had the colt ready early,
turned the driving chores over to
Dude Goodblood, and $14,000 later
the year was over.
Suddenly
everyone
noticed
Ballard. Suddenly all the other
horses in the barn looked pretty
good, too. Recognition of hard work
is not fashionable; hauling water,
cleaning stalls and collecting many
small checks does not usually earn
recognition.
But beat the big boys on the track
in a few trophy races, and suddenly
they begin to notice. They begin to
see what dedicated observers have
known all along. The sport is filled
·
with people like Elmer Ballard, and
Elmer Ballard r.eeelves tbe Maine trainer all of racing is supported by their
of tbe year award from M.H.H.A.
sturdy backs.

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
was the first pass at refinement of
Maine horses.
At the time Maine breeders were
oblivious to Fine Time's maternal
strength. From this Castleton farmbred sire's family came Winnepeg,
the legendary Canadian prairie
pacer, and Armbro Ranger, now a
fashionable Ontario sire.
Fernald followed with Bettor's
Choice, a regular Maine stakes
producer of trotters. He has also
sheltered numerous stallions for a
season or two.
Now through Bettor's Cho·ce
remains on the distaff side, Stepht!n
0. is the farm's pacing stallion.
Given his speed, earnings and
maternal line tracing directly to
Maine's mare Edith Marion, a
Thorpe Hanover daughter of Sam
Aceto's Adios producer, there is no
doubt that this farm is now stronger
than it has ever been.
It seems in racing the mQst important trends often go unn_9ticed.
Here in Maine the revival of
breeding has come for a variety of
reasons, but when a pioneer, a pathfinder, was needed Bert Fernald
was there,
Now of course big money has
come. Farms with white board
fenc.e s and new stud barns are
springing up all over the state.
There are two Albatross stallions in
the wings. But when there were just
rocks in the fields, and buyers were
offering $300 for yearlings, Bert
Fernald fought the tide and set the
stage for the new wave.
In 20 years Fernald Stock Farm
has served 500 patrons, and its about
time to light a few candles and join
in the anniversary celebration.
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Many, many thanks to our over 500 Patrons who have
made this Anniversary possible. In honor of this occasion
and to reward our many excellent customers we are giv·

ing:

'

10% OFF fiLL STOD FEES IH 1983

'::

STfi"DI"G 1" 1911

I
::

I
::

•

1 983 ·

::

St~ph~n 0

1:58

~.·.

Most Happy Flllla ·Edith Marion
by Thorpll Hanovqr
fqq S1000- Lqss 10%

II=
'

B~ttor's Choic~ T.

I
2:002

Dillflr Hanovflr- Enticq
by Bill Gallon
fqq S500-

tA..'.
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Assistant
Phone: 998·4 769

We~lcome
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BROODMARES FOR SALE

I

BOOTSIE BARRETI p. 2:02h $126,000
Charlie B rret - ·Cecil's Repeat
Has Had Fpals by Isle of Wight.
Af!d Bit of Fun. Clean for Breeding.

·1-

ARROGANT MIU
Rum Customer - Viv cious Viv

•
_

'

Bert Fernald

It=========::::::=======:===========

I

RH Fools Ehgibl• to HE ond N.E. Stck.,,
Stud Fll~ Doll W1th livfl Fool

=

i
I

1

I
I
.I
,-

Had .Royal Prince Filty in '81. Clean for Breeding.
ANTA LEE p. 2:03 $34,000
Check Out - Haven Girl. Due· To
Foal to Peanut Gallery Soon.

Priced For Dispersal
Call: 617-362-2666 After 7:00 P.M.

=

.
'
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····················RIVERSLEA FARM·············
... in 1983 Breed To -

r~

PEANUT GALLERY p.I:ss.2

~~~
{ f

His sire Meadow Skipper is th~ leading sire ·of all 2:00 performers - the first standardbred to sire the winners of $5,000,000 in a single season - The first standardbred to
sire two hundred 2:00 performers and a world's or season's champion each year raced!
Add to this... His Dam, Drama Girl, a produc·t of the Golden Cross, out of the Tar Heel
Mare Lantana and By the Adios' Sire, Lehigh Hanover, who has the following production
record.... '69 Miss Broadway p. 2, 2:05.h 3, 2:04h (Meadow Skipper) Darn of: Vaudeville p. 2, 2:03.2h, 1:58.1;
Shuber~

'73
'74
'75
'77
'78
'81

Alley p. 3, 2:03h 5, 2:00.2; Matinee Idol p. 2, 2:03.2 3, 1:57.4 - '82.
Scene Stealer p. 2, 2:08.4h p. 3, 2:00.2 (Meadow Skipper) Dame of: Curtain Closer p. 2, 1:58.2.
Old Vic p. 2, 2:02 6, 2:00.4 (Meadow Skipper)
Peanut Gallery p. 1:58.2 (Meadow Skipper)
Gallery's Brother p. 3, 2:02 .4, 2:00-'82 (Albatross)
Country Playhouse p. 3, 2:01.3 4, 1:58.4 - '82 (Albatross)
Windy Girl (A corning two-year-old by Windshield Wiper)

This stallion will stand at the COLBURN FARM in East Lebanon, ~Iaine for a fee of $750.
This farm will also feature the Riverslea Stallions:

MANDATE ·

FLYING TACKLE -

(Romeo Hanover-Blithe Spirit) Fee: $600.

(Flying Bret-Hattie Barmin) Fee: $400.

and the Royally Bred Trotter

JOB
(Star's Pride-Hustle) Fee: $600.

We Offer Broodmares For Sale Or Lease __:

, .
~~

•

. Plus Well Bred Young S ock I~ ~lways Available.

.
• ··~~~\

e: . llt;

Co.ntact:- . .l .

~• ;

~

•H t\ I

w e .. ~.-.-. : . -.. ~

9K .

315 E i ' .H.t 3042

,.

·~

603-679-508?1; or' 003-679-

4.
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P NE TREE SALES
Select Yearling Sale
Sept. 10, 1983
Featuring

Yearlings Eligible To Maine Breeders Stakes
Entries Limited To Seventy-Five
Consign Early

Clayton Smith, Mgr.
Cumberland, Ctr., Maine
Tel. 207-846-5649

Harold Ralph, Pres.
Greene, Me.
Tel. 207-946-5514

'

"North American _Driving Championship"

Top Drivers On the Eastern Seabo~rd returning for some real"Downeast" competition.
Paul Battis
Bert Beckwith
Warren Cameron
John Campbell
Walter Case Jr.
Leroy Copeland
Bucky Day
Jim Doherty

Billy Faucher
Buddy Gilmour
John Hogan
Billy O'Donnell
Freeman Parker
Dave Pinkney
Don Richards
Ted Wing

Post Time: 2:00 P.M.

Sun. AprillO, 1983
Featuring

''Parade of Champions''
Norman Woolworth, Marshall
Norman Dauplaise

.
ee . Top Har.ne
f

)

Come One Come All!

•
actng

~tion!
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Trainer Bob ~earso~ o~ the outside with Jeff Hanover in 1949 and Frank Safford at the rail with Knight Dream at Pinehurst. Jeff Hanover finished fourth
in the Hambletonian and later was owned by Merle Hodgkins and stood at stud in Maine. Knight Dream went on to be a top stallion at 8anover Shoe Farm.

Out Of The Past
Last season when the elite of
harness racing graced Scarboro
Downs for the Mr. 2,000 special
event, Hall of Farner Billy Haughton
drew a crowd of autograph seekers.
Suddenly nd unexpectedly, a
voice from the crowd called out,
"Mr. Haughton, would you like my
autograph?"
Haughton with surprise turned
and heartily greeted Bob Pearson.
.tloo with a 111et1me ae<Hcated to
racing is one of the most respected
and
knowledgeable
horseman
anywhere. Haughton commented on
the telephone recently that Pearson
was "an excellent caretaker," and
Pearson feels that Haughton is the
nicest man that ever lived."
Born into racing in 1917, Pearson
drove his first face in 1936 with Joe
Volo and he remembers that Jimmy
Jordan won it with a horse named
Streamline. Pearson recalls that Joe
Haddock and Ish Patterson were
also in that race.
Racing was a family affair for the
Pearsons as his parents Phil and
Margaret owned horses. Phil had
served in the Maine Legislature as
well as the Maine Racing Commission. With his political clout, he
later was named general manager
and racing secretary at both
Lewiston and Gorham.
In 1937, Joe Volo was being driven
by a man named Eddie Morgan
when the horse cut his tendon off and
he was done. With this turn of
events, Pearson was offered a job by
a young Frank Safford who was
racing the E.P. Cray stable in
Maine. Pearson was given his choice
of caring for either Harry G. who
could pace around 2:04 or Calumet
Cane, a 2:05 trotter. He took the
pacer and Red Lombard of Gorham
''rubbed'' the trotter.
Pearson worked the remainder of
the season and was picked up at
Brocton Fair by his parents and was
driven to Orono to commence
college at the University of Maine.

By ROBERT LOWELL

During college, he worked as a
caretaker in the summer for a
trainer named Will Utton from
Vermont.
Pearson
remembers
racing throughout New England as
well
as
the
New
JerseyPennsylvania area.
·
Pearson
says
that
John
Remington was a groom there at
that time and Harry Coleman was a
groom as well as assistant trainer.
He remembers that Utton commanded .respect and operated one of
the fanciest stables that he had ever
seen. "Will Utton had class and it
rubbed off onto others," Bob adds.

called and gave instf'uctions to train
Knight Dream in 2:04 with the last
half in a minute. He complied, but
says one of the owners was in the
stands and had his watch out. He
came down to the barn and
questioned Pearson about the time.
. The owner asked if he didn't think
it was just a little fast. "If I knew
more than Safford he would be
working for me,'' Pe~rson replied.
Knight Dream won it and they had
their picture on the front page of the
paper taken in front of the sheep
barn. Rudagar raced the next afternoon and Pearson got Sanders
Russell to drive as Safford returned
After completing his education, he to New York.
had enlisted in the Air Corps and
Safford had 70 head that year and
says, "I kept my mouth shut, and the next season he had 101 at that
stayed out of sight while in the time the biggest stable in the world
employ of Uncle Sam."
That year Safford went on the Grand
The years following the war, found Circuit and Pearson took the New
Pearson operating the Fore Fathers York based stable.
Inn on the Maine coastline. His
He adds "When I worked for
dining room was very distinctive Safford, I 'stayed with Frank and
and was recommended by the Florence at their home." He recalls
famous
gourmet
connoisseur a butler meeting him at the door
Duncan
Hinds.
Whatever, with house slippers and that it was
everything Pearson did always customary to dress for dinner.
seemed to have a touch of class. His
A 1ew years later, he roae to New
restaurant drew national attention York with his friend Ted Gibbons
when Hinds wrote his book.
and actually was on vacation. While
In 1947, Safford called from Long walking through the barn area,
Island saying that he had as good a trainer Apples Thomas offered him
colt as he ever had and wanted Bob . a position with the Haughton Stable.
to take charge of him on the Grand Pearson said, "Why doesn't Billy
Circuit. Pearson accepted an offer ask me himself?" He reflects that he
and said "I'll drive down," but didn't want a job with a lot of
Safford said "I'll send a plane." The pressure, but loved taking care of
name of the colt was Knight Dream. horses.
Safford blew the colt out in 2:06 at
Haughton remembers, "When
Roosevelt and the .following day Faber Hanover came to me he had
loaded him and a horse named bowed tendons and I gave him to
Rudagar in a van along with two B9b to work on." "He set a world's
caretakers and sent Pearson on the record for a mile and a sixteenth at
road to Indianapolis to compete in Roosevelt and I beat Katie Key. The
the Fox Stakes. Pearson states that other horse Bob "'took care of was
this colt didn't have the national ink Quick Chief and I won my first
at that time and when they arrived .Brown Jug with that horse."
the barns were tulL .t"earson haa to
Haughton, who is currently
stable in the sheep barn.
training 138 head at Pompano, adds,
Pearson recollects that Safford "I wish all my caretakers were as
•

intelligent and as willing to work as
Bob Pearson."
Pearson
comments,
"Those
horses were owned by John Froelich
and the horses were blessed before
they raced. Everything tha man
touched turned to gold.''
It was not long after tha! tragedy
struck and Bob was strtcken by
po110 and spent three months 1n an
Iron lung. Pearso_n recove~ed and
bee am~ the Squtre of Pineholm
Farm In Kennebunk, Me. where the
noted stallion Esquire stood. He sold.
fo':lr different horses that h_e h~d
raised, to Haughton. The hst Ineludes Esquire Direct,. a $100,000
winner who had the misfortune of
competing against an unbeatable
Bye Bye Byrd. Pearson interjects
that he did pace a couple miles in
1:58.
.
Another included Esq~ure Gale
who got a record of two minutes and
a fr.action, ~squi_re q.old who bur~ed
up In a Cahfornia fire and Esquire
Mamie.
.
~ud Davis, who was a well-known
Maine caretaker, stayed four
winters at the .farm with the Pearsons. One winter he had both
Richard B~ttis and Davis. "If you
could see Richard eat, and hear Nud
talk. · ·"
.
Mrs. Pearson IS the. former Freda
Bragdon whose dad IS the 87:yearold Freddy Bragdon. Freddy IS the
son of the famous .Dr.. Bragdon of
York County. Inc.Idently, Freddy
was 19 years old In 1914 when he
worked for Walter Cox. Pearson's
son. D~le o.wns horses currently
racing 1.n Maine.
He IS very thankf':ll to :t>e
surrounded by such a fine famlly
and appreciates sitting at the dinner
table
with three
generations
presesnt.
,
.
.
.
Whether he s fighting poho or
bowed tendons, .Bob Pearson al~ays
comes o':lt a Winner. If there IS no
way, he ftnds a way. Class rubs off.

Your Horse Deserves
~

''The World's Best''

HOUGHTON
Faber-McMurray Turf Vehicles
''Our Modified's Are Setting Records!''
''Rabbit Test (B.G.'s Bunny Balenzano's Sis) owned by Colen Mosher and Philip
Lyons appears to be one of her top three year old fillies in New England.

The Maine Circuit

By Lee Allen

B.T. Crump Co.- Jack's
Harness & Accessories Reconditioned Sulkies

A total of 33 pacers produced AI- Willis Whittemore. Willis is the
Var speed ratings of 90 or higher, for driver and trainer.
a winning trip, during the past Walter Case Jr. is Driver of the
month at Lewiston Raceway. Four Month. Of the 33 pacers that reached
of them did it three times apiece.
90 or better on the Al-Var scale,
Sharing Pacer of the Month honors Casey drove 10 of them. Paul Battis
are Maeanna, . Press Time Collins, was runnerup. He drove two pacers
K.W. Skipper and Rum's Pride.
to marks over 90 and three trotters
Maeanna,
a
four-year-old to marks over 75.
daughter of B. G.'s Bunny, turned in
David Miller of Auburn is Trainer
the highest Al-Var speed rating of of the Month. He had seven pacers
the meet to date with a 104 when she reach 90 or better on the Al-Var
won in 2:09.4 on a muddy track scale. Loring Norton, Mark CiaoDresden, Maine 04342
March 12. Maeanna is owned and chette, Russ Wing Jr., Walter Case
trained by Mark Cianchette of Jr. and Elmer Ballard each had
Tel. 207-737-2150
Pittsfield. Wayne Colby does the three.
driving.
Following are the pacers who
.
Press Time Collins, a four-year- posted Al-Var speed ratings of 90 or
"Former
Maine
Trotter Of The Year"
old son of Precious Fella, had a top over from Feb. 27 to March 27:
effort of 102 when he won in 2:08.3 on
104
a slow track March 20. Press Time Mae anna, W. Colby
Collins is owned by Walter Reed Jr. Lollypaloose, W. Case Jr.
103
of Fort Fairfield, Russell Wing Jr. is Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr. 102
the trainer-driver.
Determined Flyer, P. Battis
101
Rum's Pride, a seven-year-old K.W. Skipper, W. Case Jr.
100
(Sharpshooter - Silky Way)
daughter of Rum Customer, posted a The Andover Story, D. Richards 98
speed rating of 92 for her best effort. Bret's Doll, L. Norton
98
Has What It Takes To Become The
That was a 2:06.3 win on a fast track Super Spud, D. Richards
98
March 16. Rum's Pride is owned and Maeanna, W. Colby
97
Sire Of Future Maine Stakes Champions
trained by David Miller of Auburn. Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr.
96
Gary Mosher and Walter Case Jr. Lollypaloose, W. Case Jr.
96
"Remember! Trotters Are Terrific!"
share the driving duties.
K.W. Skipper, W. Case Jr.
95
The most sensational horse of the Penn Knife, D. Goodblood
95
To Book Your Mares - Contact:
meet to date is K.W. Skipper who Amor Man, Freeman Parker
94
won his first seven starts. He nearly Shifting Winds, D. Gray
94
Cindy Lewis, Fryeburg, Me. Tel. 207-935-3367
caught The Andover Story· at the Rabbit Test, W. Case Jr.
94
wire in his quest for eight wins in a Duty Calls, P. Battis
92
row. Oddly enough, The Andover Midnight Air, P. Battis
92
Story holds the modern Maine Derechito, L. Norton
92
record for most consecutive vic- Duty Calls, W. Case Jr.
92
tories. Andy won 10 straight when he Rum's Pride, G. Mosher
92
was three years old.
El Uno, L. Norton
91
K.W. Skipper's top effort was a Maeanna, W. Colby
91
2:08.4 win on a muddy track March Rum's Pride, W. Case Jr.
91 ~~-~iii;·~
19. That produced an Al-Var speed K.W. Skipper, W. Case Jr.
91
rating of 100. A four-year-old son of Peggy Butler, G. Mosher
91
Skipper Walt. K.W. Skipper is owned Happy Howie, R. Sumner
91
by Charles Amsden of Corinna. Mike's Spirit, D. Gray
91
Elmer Ballard is the trainer. Walter Steady Torch, D. Goodblood
90
Case Jr. does the driving.
Mister D.R., vy. Case Jr.
90
Good Time Harlan is Trotter of the Press Time Collins, R. Wing Jr.
90
Month. He had three winning trips in Rum 's Pride, W. Case Jr.
90
which he posted Al-Var speed Emperor Virgo, F. Parker
90
ratings of more !han 70. His best was
Following are trotters who posted
75 when he won 1n 2:15.3 on a muddy Al-Var speed ratings of 70 or. higher
track March 12. Good Time Harlan, from Feb. 27 to March 27:
an eight-year-old son of Good Time
B?Y, is owned and trained by Question Advice, W. Whittemore
Rich_at:d Rose_ of Topsham. Paul Good Time Harlan, p. Battis
Battis IS the dn~er.
Good Time Harlan, P. Battis
The top trotting perfo:mance. of Keystone Titus, M. Gallant
the mont~ was by Question Advice Good Time Harlan, P. Battis
Notice! All Advertising Copy Must Be
who won m 2:11.2 on a good track! Hunter's Frost, F. Parker
March 11: That produc~d an Al-Var Easter Cargo, R. Smith
Received By The 25th ~f E:tch Month
speed rating of 76. An eight-year-?ld Northern Pike, F. Parker
daughter of Stuart Song, Question To Ri Buck W. Lou bier
Call For Reservin~ .Space: 207-2 2 ~ ~ d
.
.
d
.
'
.

County Line Farm

~

BOLD KID

•

J
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•
•

That's a switch, of course, from most tracks, but we had such a good response to our trotting
races last year that we would like to encourage you to bring more trotters to our race meeting
this year.
Of the 573 events raced during the 1982 ·Hinsdale Meet, 57 of them were trots. Entries averaged
7. 7 horses per race ... showing an interest among hors~men.
Checking the mutuel play we found that they had averaged $6,849 per race as compared to the
average play of $7,077 for all races, or the $7,102 in average play for the pacing events which,
legend tells us, the public prefers.
That's not typical, of cour,e. for a track such as ours. Not when you consider that our trots
attracted only $228 less average play than the average play on all events, and only $253 less
in average play than the average play on pacing events. Not when you also consider that we
only had a few stake events for trotters, programmed as part of the New England Sires Stakes
and New Hampshire Stakes programs.

in

Consequently, we're encouraged to solicit more trotters for the upcoming race meet. We will race
52 performances here from June 17th through August 14th. -~
Oh yes, purses for the trotting events that we raced in 1982 averag.e d $668 per race, or $168
more per race than our $500 minimum purse. But then a trotter should get more ... it costs
more to make one. Ask the man who owns one.
Drop us a line for a stall application. Give us a call. Bring a trotter.
Hinsdale Raceway
Box 27
Hinsdale, NH 03451
Phone 603-336-7311

.,

Near Brattleboro. 3 miles off Route 91, Exit One
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Mass-Bred Three Year Olds
Eligible For Upcoming

FOXBORO S RING SERIES
3 YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS

3 YEAR OLD FILLIES

TIME (Bonnie Time Boy- Collingwood Jean) Capra, Dickinson & Myers, Ma.
(Egyptian Ace - Hyperson) E. Clifton Mizo, Londonderry, N.H.
..,..J(lo"a...a:. IVIN (Nehru- lvi) Kenneth C. Orr, Colchester, CT.
...,••"~COURT (American Shadow- Butler's Flirt) P. Dion & J. Lavanchy, MA.
APPLE (Lord Tar Heel- Fifi Brewster) Vivian A. Wheeler, Hudson, MA.
~........"COUNT (American Shadow- Miss Novia Scotia) Barrie & Roger Farrar, MA.
~ ......."MONTY (American Shadow- Coalmont G) Barrie & Roger Farrar, MA .
••,~&'!~"',."'"'~SPEEDY (Hockomock Boy- Hockomock Eve) Clarence Whynot, MA.
LIL GUY (American Shadow- Robin Brown) Thomas A. Jarboe, Southington, CT.
M. PIPER (Highland Piper- Sapona) Leon McGee, Westboro, MA.
OF MICK (Bonnie Time Boy- Demon Lady) M. Gass & G. Pelletier, Dracut, MA.
-..a..:•'-~'•••~,,..,a..:. ROUGE (Bonnie Time Boy- Avalon Amy) William Berube, Dracut, MA.
SHADOW FOX (Lord Tar Heel - Miss Checkmate B) Kenneth Buffum, Billerica,
PERDUE (Egyptian Ace - Frisco Twinkle) Raymond & Eileen F:ranklin, MA.
I>E:NOBS<:OT FRANK (Silver Bullet - Robina) Robert Simonds, S. Attleboro, MA.
•""·~•a..:.'S KID (Country Kidd - Roxie Mite) Leon Goodwin, R. Aldsworth, N.H.
F••·n.••.a LEE MAX (Maxie Hanover- Ding Ding) A. Pineault & Kimberly Guidette, MA.
KIDD (Country Kidd- Poey Mac) John Bryant, Hudson, MA.
'S BATTLE (Mighty Battle- Fran Star) George L. Hoare, Methuen, MA.
.:o..,,,.. ,.,.,..,.... SHADOW (American Shadow- Jefferson Star) Michael Mullane, Walpole, MA.
YANKEE (American Shadow- Lehigha) Robert Sewell, Jr., Foxboro, MA.
TOM TIME (Tim Tom Adios- Watergate Time) Leonard LeBlanc, Gardner, MA.
(Egyptian Ace- Pompano Skeet) Ann K. & Alison Collins, Plympton, MA.
BLAZER (Suit Coat- Wyns Bonnie Way) R. & L. Taite, Dracut, MA.
MASSACHUSETrS SIRE STAKES 1983
MASSACBUSETrS DEPARTMENT OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE
STANDARDBRED PROGRAM

AMERICAN LADY (American Shadow- Olympic Dutchess) Gordon Sell, Manchester, NH.
BABE AMERICAN (American Shadow- Eileen Volo Time) John & Majorie Sears, MA.
BAY RUBY (Bonnie Time Boy - Justley Heiress) Leda Drouin, Methuen, MA .
BEA'S BEST BET (Mighty Battle- Burwood Bea) R. Hetherman, M. Hart, MA .
COUNTRY MARY W (Country Kidd- Regal Knox) James Archer, Pepperell, MA.
CRANE HILL ILISA (Egyptian Ace- Happy Hostess) Donald V. Guidette, Wilbraham, MA.
CRANE HILL ITALIA (Egyptian Ace- Rock Candy Mt.) Donald V. Guidette, Wilbraham,
D D'S MIRACLE (Cadwallender - Mary Too) John DeStefano, Greenfield, MA.
DIANE'S T C (Egyptian Ace- Ironstone Lady) Stan Adelstein, Franklin, MA.
EAGLEVILLE KATE (Aramac Dene- Catch Patch) Gary Campion, Ludlow, MA.
FARBRO KNOXET (American Shadow- Yankee Knox) Barrie & Roger Farrar, MA.
FUNNY FACET C (Bonnie Time Boy- Sylvan Sunny) Stan Adelstein, Franklin, MA.
IMPELLA (J. P. Butler- Rose's Imp) Francis Ciarfella, Holbrook, MA.
JOY'S MAGIC (Magic Mirror Man- Forever's Joy) Charles Sokoloski, Gill, MA.
LIKELY TO KNIGHT (Queens Knight- Little Lady Luck) Vance E. Boyd, W. Springfield,
L. P. POMP (Lasting Pleasure- Lucky Pomp) Alice Garrity, N. Reading, MA.
NINA'S GIRL (Lord Tar Heel- Buttonwood Nina) Earl Gardner, Hanover, MA.
PAULY'S SHADOW (American Shadow- Miss Rose 0) J. Mavilia & D. Gulya, MA.
PENOBSCOT OLGA (Silver Bullet- River Time) S. K. Hamilton, S. Attleboro, MA .
PENOBSCOT THEDA (Silver Bullet - Loretta Longwood) S. K. Hamilton, MA.
PRESTON CITY (Queens Knight- Sylvan Sarah) Carol Yount, Preston, CT.
ROCK MAPLE D.J. (Lord Tar Heel- Rock Maple Bulette) John W. Kempt, MA.
ROCK MAPLE JAN JAN (Lord Tar Heel- Rock Maple Meli) John W. Kempt, MA.
SIS AREBA (Highland Piper- Pink Sands) Robert Alger, Exeter, NH.
STANMORE MISTY MORN (Maxie Hanover- Bippy) John Whitney, E. Swanzey, NH.
SUSIE JESS (Spinner Creed- Miss Wedge) Leo P. Clough, Dunstable, MA.
VIRGINIA SI SCOT (Lord Tar Heel- Magan Scot) Barbara Buxton, Pepperell, MA.

•'"'·"'~ua'"''-~~

Reminder!
Fri. May 27
3 Yr. Old Trot
3 Yr. Old Filly Pace
3 Yr. Old Colt Pace

3 yr. old sustaining payment • April 15 - $150.

Entry Fee: $100

$5,000 Added
$10,000 Added
$10,000 Added

Fri. June 3

3 Yr. Old Trot
3 Yr. Old Filly Pace
3 Yr. Old Colt Pace

Fri. June 10 Finals (No Entry Fee)

$5,000 Added
$10,000 Added
$10,000 Added

3 Yr. Old Trot
$15,000
3 Yr. Old Filly-Colt Pace $40,000
Five top money-winners each sex eligible to final

Qualifying Times: Parimutuel Races - Three Year O_ld Pacers: 2:10 (Foxboro Spring

Series)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_,

FAR DATES FOR MASS SIRE STAKES
Northampton
Groton

July 3
July 17

Plainville
Sharlu
Marshfield

July 31
August 14
August 28

Spencer
Greenfield

September 2
September 12

Qualifying Times
on-Betting. Races - Two Year Old Trotters:............................................... 2:25
(Foxboro & Fairs) Three Year Old 'l:rotters: ...........,.................................... 2:20
Two Year Old Pacers: ........................,............."..........................- ............................ 2:20
Three Ye r Old Pacers: .................................................................................................2:15
All entrants shall be tattooed and show ~ satisfactory performa ce line in time and ~ait (no breaks) before declaring into race.

Second 2 yr. old sustaining payment • May 15 • $100.
ail Entries To: assacbusetts Department Of Food And Agriculture
t

.
2 • YEAR OLD PACER
(Filly)
NINA'S GIRL
LORD TAR HEEL- BUTTONWOOD NINA
Owner: Earl Gardner
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2- YEAR OLD PACER
(Colt)
FARBRO MONTY
AMER ICAN SHADOW - COALMONT·G
Owners: Barrie & Roger F .... ar

3- YEAR OLD TROTTER
(Filly)
BONNIE T.C.
SPENCER ESQUIRE- ANGELICA HANOVER
Owner: Stan Adelstein

3- YEAR OLD TROTTEh
(Colt)
CRUISER'S CLIPPER
CRUISER HANOVER- VALIENT LADY
Owner: James Sewell

3 • YEAR OLD PACER
(Filly)
MYRTLE TURTLE
AMERICAN SHADOW- TA RACER
Owner: Maurice Pothier

3 • YE·AR OLD PACER
(Colt)
FARBRO MIKE
AMERICAN SHADOW- COALMONT G
Owners: Barrie & Roger Farrar

,

Farbro Monty top two year old representing
the stallion American Shadow.
Steve Quinn and Barbara Dolloff

STALLION AWARDS

1. AMERICAN SHADOW
Owners: Barrie & Roger Farrar

2. BONNIE TIME BOY
Owner: William Berube

.

.

Dr. Francis McGee and Ed Andelman
3. LORD TAR HEEL
Lessee: Rock Maple Stable

YEARLING NOMINATIONS OPEN
Massachusetts Standardbred Agricultural Fair Stakes

FOALS OF 1982
CONDITIONS
Eligibles must be sired by a Mass. standardbred stallion registered with the Mass. DepL of Food and Agriculture.
Cel.r/Sex

Date of foalilll

.
On. _________________________________________

Registration Fee: $1 .00 Per Animal

~----~--~------------------------------~

Payahle To
Commissioner Of Food And Agriculture

Nominations Close - May 15, 1983
.Mail Entri~-J~o; M~~~~. DeP.!'~~~n!
..._~..,~~.."""'"· .tts
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Driver/Trainer rofile':
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Driver of three of the best horses
to race at Foxboro over the last few
years, Wendell Do?away. has
become a common figure In the
Foxboro winners' circle. Donaway
has also developed a few of the
better youn~ horses on the ~rounds.
Wendy Donaway was oorn on
December 20, 1946, in Milford,
Delaware. He grew up around the
racetrack, with Dover, Harrington,
and Georgetown all within twenty
miles of his hometown. It was at
these tracks when he first came into
contact with the harness racing
business. After graduating from
high school, he entered the army and
served for a year-and-a-half in
Korea. Upon his return, he decided
to get into the business full time. His
first job was for well-known Pennsylvania trainer-driver Vern Crank.
After leaving Crank, Donaway
worked for Bill Savage for four
years. After leaving Savage, he
received his provisional license and
began to drive at the tracks in

Delaware and Maryland.
Donaway's career turned around
when he was contacted by owner
James
Marshall
of
nearby
Washington D.C. Marshall had a
couple of two-year-olds that he
wanted Donaway to brealf for him.
These were K.C. Three and South
Norwalk. These two horses alone
have earned close to $300 ooo while
being driven by Donaway.'
.
Donaway says that his best ho~se
ever has been K.C. Three (Adios
Vic-Kenmar !(ate). This fabulous
hor~e h~s earned almost $250,000
dur~ng. his career and has been an
Invitational pacer at Fo.xboro for
three years. He also dominated the
top class at Dover when Donawa.Y
r.ac~d there. K.C. Three took his
~Ifebme mar~ at Th~ M.eadowlands
In 1979 by paci~g a mile In 1:57.3. He
has also won In 1:57.4 at Foxbo~o.
Ironically,. Dono~ar's faste~t mile
came while driving Docs Interpreter (Entrepreneur - Jam
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Wendell Donaway

byK.C. Johnson
Session Lobell). This came at the developed some very promising
Meadowlands on May 20, 1978, when young horses. One of these is
poe's Interpreter beat open pacers Stamford, a full-brother to K.C.
In 1:57 even though parked a half- Three. Stamford has already won in
mile. Doc's Interpreter, however, 2:00.4 as a three-year-old and has
was only catch-driven by Donaway. paced in 2:02 this year. He has yet to
South Norwalk, another Marshall- earn a lot of money, but has shown
owned entry, ra.ced very well for good raw speed. He has also raced
Donaway especially as a young Precision Coil (2:06), One To Fear
horse. The Laverne Hanover colt (p, 3, 2:03), and Watch Her Strut, a
e~rned $44!285 as a th~ee-year-old. three-year-old who has yet to win but
His best VIctory was In Maryland has been consistent. Also in training
Developmental Fund pace at Laurel currently for Donaway is a goodwhich he won in 1:58.3 by beating No looking two-year-old by 1;3ret's Star.
No Yankee and Rowdy Yankee. He
Donaway szys that he plans to
also won a Pennsylvan~a Sires'
Stakes eyent at Pocono In 1:59.4. remain at Foxboro in the near
After this year, however, South future. He also says that he may
Norwalk was disappointin~ but still occasionally go to New Y(}rk, but
amassed close to 5100,000 1n career only for a couple of days at a time.
earnings. Donaway. a~so races the Meanwhile, he is off to a successful
open trotter Fairfield County start this year. Stamford has been
(Speedy Crown-Kenmar Kate) for racing well. K.C. Three has been
the Wendimar Stable of Derry, New dominating recent Invitationals.
Hampshire. She was one of the most Thus, it appears as if Wendell
consistent trotters at Foxboro Donaway will have another sucduring 1982. Donaway has also cessful year at Foxboro.

K.C. Three aad WeDdeD Doaaway ID the wbuaen circle after oae of the maay wiJII at Foxboro Raceway.

Horse Of The Month
K. C. Three (Adios Vic-Kenmar
Kate) has been, since he came to
Foxboro during April of 1980, the
most consistent and highest-winning
Invitational pacer in New England.
Driven by Wendell Donaway the
now eight-year-old bay horse' has
banked close to $250,000 in lifetime
earnings for owner James Marshall
of Washington D.C.
K.C. Three first raced at Dover
Downs during the spring of 1977. He
wo~ his ~irst race there, defeating
ma1dens 1n a good time of 2:06 (for
he was only a two-year-old). He had
another second and then took his
two-year-old mark of 2:04.1 at
Laurel. His career almost came to
an end, however, when, while being
shipped to the track, the horse
trailer carrying him broke loose
from the truck while on the highway.
The trailer went spinning off the side
of the road and landed upside down.
K.C. Three was not seriously iniured. luckily. and received only
nunor cuts ana orutses. He enaea up
earning $1,375 as a two-year-old.

. He was raced in ~e Hopeful Series
1n New York early 1n 1978. He raced
W#ll, reaching both the semi-fiaa
and th~ f;nals. fin· shing Jifth ·n both.
Donaway also raced him in the

K.C. Three
Pennsylvania Sires Stakes at
Liberty Bell, Pocono, and The
Meadows, whe~e his best finish was
a second to Skip Hanover and Ben
Steall. He took his three-y~ar-old
mark (2:01.4) at Laurel In an
overnight, but also raced in
Maryland Developmental Fund
Races both there and at Rosecroft.
Some of his best races as a threeyear-old, however, came in overnight events. He beat Winners/Over
pacers at Laurel, finishe~ seco?d to
the strong pacer Le Meilleur In an
Invitational at Harrington, and was
favored over the great Come On
Fred in a Conditional at Laurel.
Overall, he had a very strong threerear-ol? year, and captured $38,608
m earnings.
.
K:C. Three conbn.ued t? improve
dur1ng .197~ a~d during th1s y~ar he
took hts. hfebme mark, pactng a
1:57.3.m11t: at The. Mead.owlaQds. He
had SIX wms during this year, and
was one of the top horses on the
grounds wherever he went. He
concluded the year very strongly,
winning a Winners/Over pace at
Liberty Bell in 2:00, and beating the
ood fll Texas Tea to win a $7500
1 ita · nal at Harrington in 2:00.2.
Fpr the year he wpn $47,951.
K.C: Three started off 1980 by

By K. C. JOHNSON
winning in the Winners/Over class
at Dover Downs. After winning two
of his last three races there, (with
the final win coming in an impressive 2:00.2), Donaway and his
entire stable shipped to Foxboro,
where he has been ever since. K.C.
Three made an instant impact upon
his arrival at Foxboro, as he beat an
open field which included Sea train
and. Vir;tce Hanover. He won his first
I~vlt~bon.al at Foxboro on May 18,
winning In 2:~.1 over a .sl~ppy
track. He continued to be w1th1n a
length of the finishers at the wire,
and .bY July 1 h~d over $20,000 !n
earn1~gs. Afte~ th~s, howe~er, he d1d
not w1n an Invtt~bonal !!ntll Oct?ber
5, when he beat HusUm Russ In a
seas~nal best o~ 1: 58.~. Ht: was very
co~s1ste~t dunng thts bme, .capturtng ftve seconds and two thtrds.
He ended up earning $40,078 for the
year.
During his 1981 campaign, K.C.
Three really came into his own. He
began the year by racing in a $20,000
Invitational pace. Coming from last
at the top of the stretch, K.C. Three
wound up second by a nose to Apre
ki while outclosing such horses as
Rambling Wi · ·
ille 's Eff~ ~
nd Mile End r n a e won fils
first Invitational of the year in

1:59.3, and after only four starts had
earned $13,200. K.C. Three turned in
his best race of the year when, on
June 28, he beat Hoedown Hanover
and First Officer in a sizzling 1:57.4,
thus recording the fastest time of his
entire stay at Foxboro. He continued
to race consistently, and ended up
winning five races for the year with
six seconds and earned $48 896
K.C. Th~ee started off' 19B2 ext~emely well, winning three of his
first six races and capturing $14,150.
By the middle of the year he had
already earned close to $35 'ooo 1982
turned out to be the best year· ever
for K.C. Three. He won twelve Invitationals, and earned close to
$60,000. He was by far the best aged
pacer in all of New England, and the
remarkable thing was that he
earned all of his money at Foxboro
·
1983 has started off well for K.C.
Three. A!ter a brief layoff during the
ear!y wtnter months, he is back
r~cn~g and has dominated. the Invttatlonal class so far thts year.
Should he continue his current trend,
h~ ":ill undoubtedly be the to~ 1!1VItational pa~er at ~oxboro again In
~' ~ d,
ltll 1 e luck, J?aY
a
e
,
c r e~ eflr.JUpg ~
P ate au by the end oft is year.

A

FOXBORO "YEAR ROU
FOXBORO - If faster times and
better racing action is a sure sign of
warmer weather, pacers at Foxboro
Ra<:eway were a better sign that
Sprtng had arrived in New England
than a red-breasted robin.
~ter recording just four sub-twominute miles since Jan. 1, a trio of
sub-two-minute miles were recorded
o.n Sunday afternoon, March 27, the
f1rs_t !ull weekend of Spring racing
activity.
L~ading the way in the leap into
,.:,p~mg was open pacer Skir Dhu.
Sk1r Dhu, the five-year-old pacing
son of Fulla Napolean-Romeo's
Rose, set a season's best mark at
Foxboro in going the mile in 1:59.0
as ~he entire field of five open pacers
echpsed the 2:00 barrier. Skir Dhu
came home a length in front of
Charmax while betting _favorite

Fern Cliff Albie, winner in the
previos week's open pace, was third.
Currituck Vernon's 1:59.2 win in
the seventh race pace was tainted by
a first quarter pole accident on the
five-eights mile track that kept four
of the starters from finishing the
race and saw three drivers go to the
first aid facility for assistance.
Fortunately, all of the horses came
away from the spectacular accident
slightly bruised but basically sound.

The third sub-two minute m~rk on
the Sunday program came 1n the
always
highly-competitive
preferred pace, the sixth race on the
card. Gawain Butler, ~he four-yearold out of Gawain HanoverKeewaydin Es, has been strong of
late and score~ a per.sonal lifetime
best of 1:59.4 m wmnmg by a neck

c The four-track two-man team
tom petition will begin ·sunday afRrnoon April 24 at Foxboro
haceway. Other stops in the
c arnpionship chase will be at

Quu!k Miles ign Of pring

over H.L. ipp , who mad a iant
move, coming from s venth at the
three-quarter pole just to come up
short. Bright And Breezy N., moved
up from the winners' over rank ,
fini bed third in its first preferred
start while Winner's Accolade, still
looking to regain the form that
resulted in a leg win in the New
Faces Series at the Meadowlands,
finished fifth despite being the
betting favorite.
Red-hot horses stayed a glowing
crimson on the Thursday night,
Ma.rch 24th card. Myron's Bunny,
which started a climb up the
claiming ranks fn early February,
scored its fifth straight win for the
Colen Mosher Stable and young and
promising driver Craig Mosher in
capturing the $6,000 claimer.
Myron's Bunny came home a two-

and-a-half-1 n th wino r
o ey's D ci ion for U
row.
On th other side of th
it d
led er, 1 Nob or d it third win in
the last four tart nd t a lif tim
ma!k of :02.2 in toppin
t ot
clatmer. John Mar h 11 brou ht
home El Nob two-and-a-half 1 n th
ahead of th fi ld for El Nob'
seventh win in 10 a onal star .
Friday night's w
ly f atur th
open trot, did not urpri , but did
have a surprising finish. Th Liv ly
One, regarded a the b t trott r
currently on th Foxboro rounds
fought off a lat r lly by Hollandai '
to win by a nos in the m jor trotting
event of th w ek. It w a th fifth
win in the last s v n t rt for Th
Lively One, who has fini h don th
board in alllO starts in 1983 .

•,.

Driver Contest Announced
FOXBORO _ Preliminary plans
have been announced for the Nor·
the astern
Tag
Team
Driver
Championship which will be conducted at four Northeast u.s. barness raceways in April and May.

G'

Nort

Monticello and Saratoga raceways*
in New York and New Jersey'sJt
Freehold R~ceway.
.
Jt
Teams will be made up of either,.
high standing dash or percentage,.
driy~:t:s from th~ fo~ harness,.
facilities. Along w1th prtzes of over •
$2,000, the competition will also b
for bragging rights among the •
medium size tracks of Northeast. •
Teams and additional dates will be 11t
announced in the near future.
•

•••

WANTED!
Old Books or Magazines

:

concerning the standardbred horse, call Editor 207.. 282-9295.

H.T.A. Harne Racin
Competition and

t

Over $5,000 in Priz
Cont ct
H. T.A. 35 Airport Rd., Morri town
N.J. 07960 A Wor I Du 7/30/
Art how Will B Conduct d At
The Red Mile In Le ington, K ntu y
On 10/3/83
"Let '• Show Off Our N w England Talent. '

•

:·*******************************••···························

:

FOR SALE

•Grover's Coralline P· 3, 2.os.2F
:

(Coral Ridge -

Angietta) :

Bay Mare, 5 yrs. old, Sound and Healthy.
Working on treadmill and jogging. Race timed
in 2.02.3F
PRICE: $4,000.

!

.:Cordially Ridge
:

:FoXBORO HA NESS 0 E
:
:
...

-not yet raced (Coral Ridge -

:
:

!
!.~~~ HaJ!IP.sh~r~ ~i!~_ S!~kes Eli~!bl~·: ~~~R~~~;.; $4,000. ,.
•"

" . -

~
·~~

·ci
.

·1..

·

s. 2.Q«fl

....
..

(Equipment Before & After)

May 14,1983

11:00 A.M.

Angietta) . :

Chestnut Filly, 3 yrs. old. Sound and Healthy.
Broke and working on treadmill. New England and

.

Foxboro Raceway

Contact:
Ora tattoo, Mgr. Or John
With All Entrie

inter

•
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Rambling Willie Triumphs

Check The Records!
.... For four continuous weeks in
the autumn of '82, CURRITUCK
VERNON accomplished what no
other ·horse had ever done-- he
won four straight sub-2:00 miles
over Foxboro's % mile oval. The
magnitude of this feat cannot be
overstated when you consider the
great standardbreds that have raced on this track over the years.
Neither Preferred pacers nor
freezing temperatures could deter
this game stallion from his place in
destiny.
This full brother to Merry Isle p.
3, 1:56.1 (the fastest son of Isle of
•
Wight) will be available zn
Massachusetts during the 1983
breeding season.

CURRITUCK

VE ON

COLUMBUS - You can't keep a
good horse down.
That one sentence seems to
summarize the amazing recordbreaking career of harness racing's
most
charismatic
performer,
Rambling Willie. In 1983, at the
Methuselan (for horses) age of 13,
•Willie is still racing against some of
North Atnerica's finest pacers in
quest of becoming the richest barness horse of all time.
Willie's story is one of the great
rags-to-riches story in American
folklore. Horatio Alger would have
~oved it. As syndicated colu,mnist
Jim Murray once noted, "Its the
type of story Damon Runyon used to
sell to the movies, and on which
Frank Capra would win an Academy
Award."
·
It begins in the cornfields of Indiana in 1973, where Hall of Fame
trainer-driver Bob Farrington looks
over a nondescriptly-bred pacer,
then buys him at the urgings of his
wife Vivian. Bob later gives half of
Willie to his wife and sells half to a
patron of his stable, Paul Seibert.
The story continues through the
mid- and late-70's, as the county fair
circuit graduate
Willie
develops into one of the most feared
horses in racing, devastating the
opposition on Farrington's native
Chicago circuit. He then goes on to
meet and conquer the nation's top
'horses, earning him selection as
"Aged Pacer of the Year" from 1976
through 1978.
Willie's success is attributed to the
faith of Vivian Farrington, the
daughter of a minister, who tithes
(gives 10 percent) of her share of
Willie's earnings to her father's
church. Willie suffers a variety of
injuries, any one of which would end
the career of a lesser horse, and
Farrington falls victim to a series of
accidents. Time and again, both
horse and driver miraculously
·recover and come out just as spunky
as ever. After each misfortune, and
each recovery, Vivian Farrington
says simply, "The Lord decided it
wasn't time."
The story roars through Willie's
world record effort at Brandywine
Raceway in Delaware (1:54 3/5), his

breaking the $1 million plateau, and
his drawing cheering crowds
wherever he races. The fanfare
around Willie later includes a book,
Rambling Willie: The Horse That
God Loved.
It reaches yet another climax in
1981, when the Farringtons, Seibert,
and Willie embark on a national
barnstorming tour to promote
Willie's biography. At age 11, when
most horses are either retired or
racing against inferior horses, Willi
wins 17 times - the most in his
career- and adds to his 2:00 mile
total, which stands today at 76,
almost double that of his nearest
rival. The tour also becomes the best
public relations tool in sports, as
Willie "hoof-o-graphs" copies of his
book with an oversized ink pad and
appears
at
shopping
malls.
throughout the United States.
The saga continues into 1982, as
Willie survives a severe intestinal
disorder (fatal to about 50 percent of
the horses it afflicts) and the death
of his salty co-owner, Paul Seibert.
He storms to a record 120th career
victory at Maywood Park late in the
year. Willie was supposed to get
three months rest after that historic
triumph, but he was back racing in
three weeks, and caretaker Joe
Campbell reports, "Willie is about
as good now as he has been in the
last couple of years."
The legendary pacer finally hit the
two million mark on Mar. 19 at
Maywood Park in Illinois. Nearly
nine thousand people turned out to
see if he could add this moment to
the Harness History books. As usual
he didn't disappoint the crowd. The
invincible aged gelding steam-rolled
past Penn State in the stretch to
annex career win number 123 by a
length and a half in 2:01. He thus
became the second standardbred in
all time to top the $2 million figure.
He's only $18,594 behind the great
Niatross and it's only a matter of
time before he tops these earnings.
Willie turned in a 29.1 final quarter
with his usual stretch charge, eating
up the competition. He will continue
to race at Maywood Park until the
May 21st closing date.

p. l:57.3f

(Isle Of Wight- Sarah Trick

vertrick)

Standing At Idyll River Farm In Plympton, Mass.

Stud Fee: $1;000. Live Foal
Contact: Paul Magan, Farm Manager At 617-585-3390
Or
Peter Blood At Foxboro Raceway

Breed To A Classic Five-Eights Mile
Stallion To Really Cash In On The
New Mass. Sire Stakes Program
''Did I ever tell you about that Currituck Vernon who won four straight in October and
November of '82 ~'Y G · I tnl,,of" ~
~~"~".,.~??.~'~'-.~~~~DO~~~~~-~ca~~G~zti~-~~~:r~L~~~~;J~~~~:~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!~~~
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Broodmare Of The Month By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
If you drill deep enough you will
eventually find the mother lode.
Searching equine pedigrees for
rationalizations is much the same.
For two successive years Miss Lite
Me produced top Maine stakes
horses, Lite Me's Boy, now a
Meadowlands performer and the
fast closing Lite Me's Girl. The first
is a son of Mr. Suffolk, and the
second by Scotch Banker. Now,
Maine is awash with talk of yet
another pair of stars, Lite Me's Brat
and Lite Me's Kid.
More than 25 years ago Ebony
Lassie time trialed as a juvenile,
trotting the mile a shade over 2:08.
In turn her dam, Lassie Tonka took a
three year old mark against the
fence a decade before. Neither mare
was bred well enough to turn heads.
But in the second dam, Minnetonka,
there was foundation, bedrock at
last.
The family from Ebony Lassie
withered. She was bred to Tag Me, a
grandson of Volomite standing in
New York State. Hope Tag was
owned in New Hampshire, but
eventually came to Maine. She was
bred to Brooklite, a trotting-bred
pacing grandson of the same

Volomite. She had three foals, and
only Miss Lite Me paid the bills.
Miss Lite Me raced her career in
Maine, earning more than $12,000
earning a 2:05.4 speed badge. Only
in Maine could a mare work so long
and so hard for so little. Neither her
meager earnings nor her race mark
adequately describe her gritty,
game, come from behind performances, always closing most of
the time parked out on the rim.
Bob Gilman first sent her to Mr.
Suffolk. Lite Me's Boy deve~oped
slowly as a two-year-old, but riJJ:ped
up the stakes colts the next year. He
banked more than $20,000 in two
years, and added more the next.
Lite Me's Girl followed from the
cover of Scotch Banker. This filly
also developed slowly as a two year
old. But when the Ray boys brought
her to Lewiston Raceway for the
1982 Maine Stakes Finals she was
ready. Lite Me's Girl earned in a
short stakes season as much as her
dam earned in a career.
Now a pair of Scotch Bankers are
in the wings. Lite Me's Brat approaches the gate, and Lite Me's Kid
follows. When the summer events
are finished Miss Lite Me may be

THE FREEMAN PARKER STABLE
Presents A Pacing Filly! By The Stallion

four for four, a multiple stakes
Nortbea t Harfteft'
Page
winning producer. By then her older
colts may sustain a 2:00 mark and
accumulate noticeable earnings.
There is no explaining or excusing
her success as a producer of speed.
Each Standardbred carries the
potential to pass speed, it is inherent
in the breed. In this time of stud Hl>f<,";r"~trit.l:rlHw:
books closing after hundreds of
mares are bred, there is little room
for mares like Miss Lite Me. But
when purses are on the line, her colts
can race with the blue bloods. And
given a shot at a hot sire, she could
indeed produce a startl~g colt.
Atter all, It wasn't aH that many
years ago when well meaning
breeders inbred a dam to VolomitE', "' _ ·.......,.llll'-l~!)..~
hoping no doubt to cultivate trotters .
>t
Instead-they preserved genetic vigor
which only now emerges, under the
cover of sons of Romeo Hanover and
Bret Hanover.
Moneyed breeders send their hot
mares to the most fashionable sires
around. But Bob Gilman, and many ·
other New England breeders, may ..
have in the genes of their mares the "'
last vestiges of rough gamenes s ~
missing from the sleek fast 24 month
wonders, who bank half a million Lite Me's Boy on the hot walker outside
dollars , but can race only half a n· k K t' 8 b
t Foxboro Raceway
dozen times.
lC
en
a a
•
1
w
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E"XTENDED RACE MEETS
. Lewiston- Feb. 13 thru April30
Scarborough - May 1 thru Sept. 24
BangQ! - June 12 thru July 30
Skowhegan
July 31 thru Aug. 6

YERMO
The first VERMONT BREEDERS STAKE wil l be held
during the summer of 1983 . Tentative dates are:

LORD VICAR
Whose Early Speed Sire /

BEST OF ALL ·
Has Produced 111 in 2:00
And Whose Dam, The Prolifi

MARY FRANCES
Has Produced 15 Record Foals
2 In· 2:00 9 In 2:05 4 In 2:10
Call For Booking Information

207-625-3353
Mares Pasture Bred For $400 Live Foal

Saturday, July 23
Thursday, September 1
Labor Day weekend and
the following weekend
(two events)
To lJ eligible for the events, a horse has to be:
(1) a foal born in 1980 and 1981 that was sired by a stallion
where the actual breeding took place in the State of
Vermont; or
(2) Vermont-foaled in 1980 or 1981; or
(3) a 1980 or 1981 foal from a mare that was Vermontowned at the time of foaling;
(4) a 1980 and 1981 foal Vermont-owned as of the nominating date.

Foals Eligible To Main Stakes And N.E.S.C.

There are no nominating or sustaining fees. Starting fees will be
decided later. Nominations may be made by sending a photocopy
of the USTA registration or a separate letter indicating the information on the registration to:

FOR SALE

Vermont Breeders Stake Board
116 State St., 'Montpelier, VT 05602
by May 1, 1983, the nominating date.
Commencing with the 1983 breeding season, only foals by a Vermontregistered stallion will be eligible to race. A stallion may be registered by
forwarding a copy of the USTA registration or the Information contained
therein to the Vermont Breeders Stake Board. along with the place where
the stallion wilt tand stud and he stud fee.
.•

~

NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS/

.

Official Stallion Registr.ation
Frontier Knight
G.G.. Skipper
Good Knight Star
Good Time Boy
Guv
Handicapper
Happy Jaunt
Happy Jeffrey
Heggie's Rhett
High Hope Rick
Hockomock Boy
Ideal One
Jerry M. Butler
Job
Jovial Fella
Keystone Tryst
Kilalie Star
Kiley Moraka
Larsen Lobell
Lasting Pleasure
Laverto Hanover
Magic Mirror Man
Mandate
Mar Con Cadet
Mastermind
Maxie Hanover .
Meadow Billie
Miles End Steve
Monocle
Mountain Exect.
Mountain Skipper
Mr. Suffolk
.Muggo's Fella
My Lord Roger

A.D.'s Alvin
American Shadow
Ammo Hanover
Andrew Hanover
Armbro Astro
Armbro Lightning
Best Jeffrey
Bettor's Choice
Big Hugh
Big League Star
Big Power
Blitzen
Bold Kid
Brave Bid
Bret Hart
Bret's Boy
Bret's Champ
Cap Coal
Cash Battle
Cavalcade
Cindy's Band
· Coral Ridge
Cory
Coleman
l:ommand Performer
Darrell Lee
David's Boy Chik
Del Almahurst
Derechito
Direct Approach
Do It All
Drill Instructor
E. Z. Win
Fancy Star
Fern Cliffe Albie
nyi~

Nehru
evele Leader
Nevele Pilot
Orestes
Overland Haoover
Pat's On Time

Tackle

Fortuae

t

Fr Caa
Freedom Bret
reed i

e

o

Peanut Gallery
Persuadable
Polished Armor
Pomp
Queen's Night
Rich Chief
Rebel Aaron
Rebel Bret
Rebel Roy
Robby Hanover
Ro~along

Roman Key
Romano Hanover
Romeo's Image
Royal Prince
Scotch Banker
Scotty Graduate
Shot Putter
Skipper Glenn
Skipper Knox
Songsation
Special Butler
Steady Bullet
Stephen 0.
Surfer Scott
Swift Andy
Taconic Lobell
Tar Hanover
Teddy Lobell
Time Clock
The Fireball
T.N.T.'s Bambino
Tourist Hanover
Travelin' Boy
Trusty Dream
Uh-Oh
Wades County
Wate lui
White Riehelieu

Stallion Registered for the New Englanil Sal y CIWDJrions

1

U.S.T.A. News

,

permitted to start on various size
tracks was also reduced by the
I Board of Directors. On a half-mile
track, no more than 11 horses will be
I permitted to start while 12 and 14
would be the maximum number of
starters on five-eighths mile tracks
and one mile tracks.
This rule change was approved to
promote safer and more competitive
racing.
The new rules will take effect on
May 1. A complete list of the rule
changes approved by the Board will
appear in the May issue of HOOF
BEATS.
USTA Executive Vice President
Francis X. Ready announced that
the race meetings in California
which had previously not held UST A
membership had recently agreed to
rejoin the USTA.
In other remarks to the Board of
Directors, Ready emphasized that
high priority had been given to
expanding
the
USTA's
data
processing capabilities. He pointed
out that many Registration Dept.
functions will be fully automated
and operational in April.
Ready, who joined the USTA last
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Joseph V. August, also spoke at length on the
McLoone, president of Freehold prospect of legislation giving control
Raceway, was elected President of of racehorse medication to the
the 50,000-member United States federal government. He noted the
Trotting Assn. during the annual financial burden this would pose for
USTA Board of Directors meeting harness tracks and encouraged
here this week.
unified action to prevent federal
McLoone, who resigned his intervention.
position as Chairman of the Board of
Plans were also announced during
Harness Tracks of America to ac- the three days of meetings for the
cept the USTA position, replaces revision and updating of The Care &
P .J. Baugh who had announced his Training of the Trotter and Pacer.
intention to resign the presidency
The book, which has sold 80,000
prior to the meeting.
copies, was first published in 1963.
McLoone expressed his gratitude Six newly elected Directors were
to the USTA Board of Directors for introduced. They are F. Phillip
their confidence in him and pledged Langley, Olympia Fields, Ill.;
to "continue the fine .work of my Charles w. Clark, Lexington, Ky.;
predecessors,
especially
Jack Michael J. O'Neil, Jr., Langhorne,
Baugh."
Pa.; Gaston Valiquette, Hamburg,
In major rule changes, the Board N.Y.; Wallace H. Tefft, Epping,
voted to limit the number of mares N.H.; and Thomas N. D'Altrui,
to be bred to any stallion in a Union, N.J.
calendar year to 125. This rule will
Also attending the meeting as
apply only to stallions foaled after guests of the Board were Stanley F.
January 1, 1984.
Bergstein, executive vice-president
In taking this action, the Directors of Harness Tracks of America·
expressed their concern at the Dominic Frinzi, president of Har:
threat posed to the standardbred ness Horsemen International· and
industry by excessive inbreeding.
John Hayes, president ot' the
The maximum number of horses Canadian Trotting Assn.

FOALS OF THE MONTH
SIRE
FEBRUARY
Nevele Pilot
MARCH
Stephen 0.
Skipper Glenn
Nevele Pilot
Stephen 0.
Lord Vicar
Bettor's Choice
Stephen 0.
Committee Man
Bayonet Boy
Holland
Stephen 0.
Best Jeffrey
The Fireball
Best Jeffrey
Ammo Hanover
Stephen 0.
Cool Wind
APRIL
Nevele Thunder
Peanut Gallery
StephenO.
Nevele Pilot
(Breeders-

DAM

SEX

OWNER

Betty Byrd

Filly

Marilyn Branagan

Avon Linda Lee
Betty's Bonus
Sister Crain
Tarr' s Turmoil
Mau enEN.
Tempered Beauty
Most Happy Jill
AmandaT.
Don't Cry Baby
B. Direct Duncan
Bellnow
Formal Alliance
Win Me
Topless
KeepMovin
Some Advance

Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt
Filly
Filly
Filly
Filly
Colt
Colt
Colt

J.P. & C.P. Christensen
Nancy Smith
Marilyn Branagan
Judith Messier
Jill Parker
Arthur Nason
C. W. Davidson
Boo Irving
Arno!d Miles
Wallace Tefft
Robert Nadeau
Frank Withee
Marilyn Branagan
Roger Fournier
Marilyn Branagan
Jill Parker
Marilyn Branagan

Sis Annette
Valley Rose
Blonde Baroness
Amy Lobell

Filly
Filly
Colt
Colt

Doug Hutchins
William Thoms
Bert Fernald
Marilyn Branagan

Ran~'sHiki

~

Kinderhook, N.Y.12106• 518/758-7798
Nadine F~Manajfe!ti
l..eo McNamara, c.on...uJtant

Farmsat~~

OJ

Horse Laffs!
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the profession he once considered as
·
Rail
By PHIL PINES a career choice - ~n electri~ian.
The
"Nobody takes winner's circle

pictures of people installing wiring."
In a sport once considered an old
man's pastime, harness racing now
appeals to a younger generation.
There's a good reason: It's called
opportunity. Time was, a couple of
generations ago, there was little
light at the end of the tunnel. Purses
were
insignificant,
breeding
produced little income, interest in
the sport was low. And harness
racing, known as the great
American pastime in the latter half
of the 19th century, was hanging on
to dear life in the first few decades of
the 20th. Who would expect young
people to enter such an arena?
But all that has changed. The
world of the Standardbred is awash
with the sweet smell of youth and
· rooted in the rich soil of experience.
It is populated with new faces, not
Bill O'Donnell represents the new only seen on the race tracks, but in
d of cat in harness racing. He's the owners' boxes, the backstretch,
alled "The Magic Man" and the board rooms and along the rail.
abbit he's pulled out of the hat has Among those on the track, Bill
O'Donnell is representative. Waiting
ar signs written all over it.
seven years ago, O'Donnell to be 35 on May 4, Bill led a long list
won just a smidgeon over of big money earnings in '82 with his
,000 in purses. Respectable $5,755,067. In second place, John
arnings but not enough to qualify Campbell, 28 years old on April 8, favors. That was quite apparent at
residence in the Land of Milk and had won $4.3 million. And the "old Greenfield, New Hampshire, in a
Even in 1979, Bill's purse man" of the top three was Herve contest that lasted two days. It
required seven heats to decide the
IWiJDnJLng~s totaled "only" $681,854, a Filion, a $3.5 million winner at 43.
what the top guys were
I wonder, sometimes, whether all winner. And I'm glad to report that
these successful drivers will have it was Charles Taylor driving Robert
A&&~.&&.&,.. in.
. .
.
last year - 1982 - the money the staying power or the longevity of B.
And out tumbled almost some of the old timers who raced Our hero decided to end his
.au.a.u..au•u in purse money won! Of well into their eighties- or beyond. campaigning after that season. No
iPn111r~:ll', Bill O'Donnell races where Like Charles Taylor.
sense risking his neck by driving
moJney flows the biggest - The
When he was eighty-nine Taylor against those hoppled pacers on
~M.E~aato~rtaJlu:s,
Yonkers
and campaigned a gray trotter called rough half-mile tracks. A man might
raceways. He spends Factory Boy and drove him to a never reach a hundred that way.
of his life in a sulky, too, record of 2: 201A. At 97 he was still Instead, Mr. Taylor started his
started in 1,935 races last going strong on Vermont and New pacer at.. county fairs, racing only
season and finishing in the money in Hampshire tracks with the bay against time. And Time was good to
of them. Very often people bet pacer Robert B. who had a 2:12 Mr. Taylor. It allowed him five more
Bill and not the horse. It is record. They started in free-for-all years to do the thing he loved most in
btful that he'll ever go back to class races and asked no special life --: driving ha_:r:ne~_llorses. His
.

.

.

Introducing

ul n&ai

KAt tL 10 rt'

w

final appearance was a few months
before his 102nd birthday when he
drove a horse a fast half mile. The
crowd loved it.
Born on December 28, 1805,
Charles Taylor had -lived long
enough to see the world's trotting
record dropped a full ·minute. The
first three minute mark was beaten
on the old track near Mount Morris
in Harlem, New York City, in 1806.
Nearly a century later, Lou Dillon,
with the aid of a windshield, became
the first trotter to go a mile in two
minutes. Taylor said he would have
liked to drive the Queen of Trotters.
If she didn't go fast enough for him,
she might have felt old age creeping
up on her.

NEW! LEG WRAPS WITH POCKET

·p.,•• ,P.nding

''practically indestructible"
"Star leg wraps were used on undefeated two-year-old trotter of the year, Dancer's Crown."
"We are happy to endorse this product... "
Sincerely, Ronald S. Dancer

STANLEY DANCER

New Egypt, New Jersey 08533

STAB,ES

r----------------------------------------r----------------------------------------1
~~~~~4~444~~4~~4~~~4~4~~4~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~·4····~~~·4·~
I
I
I
:
Star Leg wraps
: Make check payable to:
I
I

• Proper Length And Stretch
• Machine Wash And Dry
• Velcro Closures

• Self Pocket For Easy Storage
• Quality Knitted Elastic Fabric
• Order Direct And Save

Blue

Green

Total Sets

Total Price

St

s
cialty Knitting c0
ar pe
•

:

!

Please Enclose Check

Red

I
I

1

:
:

Box 66 Franklin, N.H. 03235
Tel. 603-934-6551
"Serving special needs of horsemen."

Total Delivered Price: $9.75 Set

I

I

.
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l

NEW HAMPSHIRE SIRE STAKES

Yearling Nomination Form

Make Checks Payable To: S.B.O.D.A.

'y earI'mg Name

Due: April 15.:. 1983 Fee: $101I

Mail To: 27 Gina Dr. Rochester, N.H. 03867
Sire And Dam

I

Owners Name :

Sex

l.

I

2. __________________________________________~~~--------------------~-------------------1

i------------~------------------------------------------------------------~
4.----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------~

5·----------------------------------------------~-----,----------------------------------~
6.--------------------------------------------~----~------~----------------~----------~

7. ________________________________________________________________________________________

~

8. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
9. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
10.------------------------------------~----~~--~~~----------------------------------~

Signature & Address Of Owner~--------------------------------4

I

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------J

THE NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS __......

~---~---------------~----------------~~-~------------

!J

I

New England Sulky Championships .,

I
I

Yearling Nomination Form for foals of 1982 sired by a stallion registere for the N.E. Sire Stakes.

I
I .
I

Due May 15, 1983 Fee $2-

II

Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
Sire and Dam

Yearling Name

Sex

Owner's Name

l.----------------------------~--------------------------------------------------~
2·------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~
3, ,_....________________________________________________________

~------------------------------------4

4. ______________________________________
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------+
5.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
~

6·------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
7.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

8. ------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------4
9. ------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------~

10. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________

~----------------~

Signature And Address Of O w n e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t

L----- -------------------------------.-------------------.......-..--------------1
t1

----

- ------------~-----~-----------~--~-------------~----1

New England Sulky Championships
Mare Registration Form ( 1983 Breeding Season)

I

·

Due June 1~,1983 Fee-- $15 Per Mare

I
~tare

Name

Sire And Dam

tate Being Bred In

l. _______________________________________________________________________ ~----------------2. _ _ _ __ ~
3. ________________________________________________________-__
~-------_-___
-_--_-_-_
-_~~---~----~~
----~~---

4. ______~--------------------------------------------------~------------~--~----5. _______________________________________________________~----------------~--------------

~·---------------------------------------------~--------------------~------------1. _ _ __
8.-------------------~--~----------------------------~--------------------~~~9.
10. ----------------------------------~--------------~--------~--------------~--____________________________:.:.________________ - - - - - - -

e cht

·s pa~· ab

e to N.E.S.B.O•..\.
che er,

1 T.

•

03867.

I

I

The Barn Area is open and stalls have been assigned in preparation
for the best harness racing meet ever ... at Maine's Sea Side

Oval~

CA-RBOROUGH DOWNS
LA E
CLOSING
ROGRA

~~·

MAY 1st
thru
SEPTEMBER 24th

OMINATIONS CLOSE: APRIL 15, 1983

EVENT #1

EVENT #2

PINE TREE PACING SERIES
PACE on-Winners of $7,000 in 1982

FUTURE STARS PACE
PACE - Two-Year-Oids in 1983

(Mares $8,500) (10 tarts required in 1982)
Sunday,
Sunday,
Sunday,
Sunday,

May 1 ............................... $2,000
May 8 ..... ~ ............. L' • • • • • • • • • • 2,000
May 15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
May 22 (Fina!) ....................... 2,500
Final: Added Est. $3,500
OMINATING FEE $60 0 STARTING FEE

Friday, June 3 ............. • ................. $1,500
Friday, June 10 .•..........•..........•...... 1,500
Friday, June 17 (final) ........................ 2,000
Final: Added Est. $2,500
NOMINATING FEE $35 - NO STARTING FEE

EVENT #3

EVENT #4

SHOWPLACE PACING SERIES
PACE on-Winners of $4,000 Lifetime

VACATIONLAND PACING SERIES
PACE - Non-Winners of $18,000 IN 1982

5-Year-Oids and Under

Three-Year-Oida in 1982 Non-Winners $22,500
Sunday, July 10 •.••••••.....•.•.••.......•... $2,500
Sunday, July 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500
Sunday, July 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500
Sunday, July 31 (final) ....................... 3,000
Final: Added Est. $4,500
NOMINATING FEE $75 - NO STARTING FEE

Thursday, July 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,000
Thursday, July 21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
rhursday, July 28 (Final) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500
Final: Added Est. $3,500
NOMINATING FEE $50 - NO STARTING FEE

EVENT #5

EVENT#&

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS PACE
PACE - Three-Vear-Oids in 1983

LATE SUMMER CLASSIC
PACE - Non-Winners of $4,000 in 1982

(Three-Year-Oids in 1983 Non-Winners of $7,000)
Sunday, August 7 ............................ $2,000
Sunday, August 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
Sunday, August 21 (Final) .................... 2,500
Final: Added Est. $3,500
NOMINATING FEE $50 - NO STARTING FEE

(10 starts required in 1982)
Friday, August 19 ............................ $1,500
Friday, August 26 ........................... 1,500
Friday, Sept. 2 (Final) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
Final: Added Est. $3,000
NOMINATING FEE $35 - NO STARTING FEf.

I VITATIONALS
May 22 Pace - Governor's Pace ........................................ $6,000
ay 30 Pace emorial Day Classic . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • 5,000
June 19 Pace - Four-year-Oids
(Senior Classic) . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . . . . . • . • . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . . • . 5,000
July 4 Pace - The Dirigo ................... ·. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 5,000
August 13 Pace id Summer Classic • • • . • . • . • • • • . • . . • • . • . • . . • • . . . . • . 5,000
August 28 Pace - Three-V ar-Oids (Sophomore Classic) ......•••••...•• 5,000
September 4 Pace - President's Pace .•.••••••••.•.••.•..••..••••••.•. 20,000
September 24 Pace - New Englander Pace ..................... ~ • • • • • • • . 5,000

''We Expect a Banner Se~ on in 1983''
Joseph Ricci, President. "

Elliott Tracey, Race Secretary

James DeMint, General

ager

